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ABSTRACT

MODELING HYDROGEN DIFFUSION FOR SOLAR CELL
PASSIVATION AND PROCESS OPTIMIZATION

by
Yi Zhang

A diffusion model for hydrogen (H) in crystalline silicon was established which takes

into account the charged state conversion, junction field, mobile traps, and complex

formation and dissociation at dopant and trap sites. Carrier exchange among the various

charged species is a "fast" process compared to the diffusion process. A numerical

method was developed to solve the densities of various charged species from the

Poisson's equation that involves shallow-level dopants and one "negative U" impurity,

e.g., H. Time domain implicit method was adopted in finite difference scheme to solve

the fully coupled equations.

Limiting versions of the model were applied to the problems that are of interest to

photovoltaics. Simplified trap-limited model was used to describe the low temperature

diffusion profiles, assuming process-induced traps, a constant bulk trap level, and

trapping / detrapping mechanisms. The results of the simulation agreed with those

obtained from experiments. The best fit yielded a low surface free H concentration, Cs,

(~ 10 14 cm -3) from high temperature extrapolated diffusivity value. In the case of ion

beam hydrogenation, mobile traps needed to be considered. PAS analysis showed the

existence of vacancy-type defects in implanted Si substrates. Simulation of hydrogen

diffusion in p-n junction was first attempted in this work. The order of magnitude of Cs

(~ 10 14 cm -3) was confirmed. Simulation results showed that the preferred charged state

of H is 1-1 - (f1+) in n - (p -) side of the junction. The accumulation of IT (H +) species on n+

(p+) side of the n+-p (p+-n) junction was observed, which could retard the diffusion in

junction. The diffusion of hydrogen through heavily doped region in a junction is trap-

limited. Several popular hydrogenation techniques were evaluated by means of modeling

and experimental observations. In particular, PECVD followed by RTP hydrogenation

was found to be two-step process: PECVD deposition serves as a predeposition step of H

and during RTP anneal step, H is released from the surface traps and redistributed into

the bulk.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction to Solar Cells

It is amazing that the ultimate energy source for survival and prosperity of human beings

is the sun. Sunlight keeps the earth warm and replenishes oxygen in the air with the help

of green plants. Before this modern industrialization, everything on earth was clean and

natural. Activities of mankind, however, have created many environmental problems.

Most of the energy currently being used comes from coal, oil or natural gas. They are all

fossil fuels, an ancient form of solar energy formed by the decay of plants and animals

over millions of years. By burning fossil fuel products, enormous pollution is being

created that disturbs the ecological system. Related issues include deteriorating air

quality, pollution-related diseases, and global warming. Furthermore, fossil fuels are not

renewable, and they are being exploited at a rate faster than they can be replenished.

Since this world depends heavily on energy, new sources of energy are needed

that can last a long time. If possible, they should never run out, or are renewable. The

new energy sources should produce as little pollution as possible and be environmentally

friendly. A good candidate is the electrical power obtained directly from sunlight using

photovoltaic (PV) effect.

Solar cell is a PV device fabricated using semiconductor materials. The main task

of cell design is to obtain as high an energy-conversion efficiency as possible to deliver

electricity into a suitable external load. Heinrich Hertz first studied the effect in solids,

such as selenium, in the 1870s. In 1951, a grown p-n junction device of germanium was

fabricated, but the PV effect in CdS [11 was reported only in 1954 by Rappaport, Loferski
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and Jenny at RCA. Major improvement in cell design occurred in 1960s and 1970s.

Solar cells readily found their applications in space as well as in terrestrial use.

Figure 1.1 illustrates the structure of a single-junction solar cell [2]. The n-type

emitter is formed by a very thin heavily doped region. Front Ohmic contact is made to

the emitter in a way such that the series resistance is small and as much light falls on the

front side as possible. Ohmic contact is also made on the backside of the cell. An anti-

reflection (AR) coating is deposited by sputtering or evaporation methods. Solar cell

companies, such as ASE Americas, routinely use plasma enhanced chemical vapor

deposition (PECVD) to deposit a silicon nitride (SiN) layer on their cells [3]. The

thickness and refractive index of this layer are optimized such that the light lost by

reflection from the front surface is reduced to a minimum. On top of the AR coating

layer is usually an encapsulation glass cover with additional AR and ultraviolet rejection

filters for the purpose of preventing high-energy radiative particles from reaching and

degrading the device.

Figure 1.1 Cross section of a typical silicon solar cell.
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Currently, solar cells are based on a number of semiconductor materials. The

ideal solar cell efficiency at 300 K was theoretically calculated as a function of energy

bandgap under one sun AM1.5 [4]. The efficiency has a broad maximum and the

material with a bandgap between 1 and 2 eV can all be considered. Some examples are

Si, a-Si:H, InP, GaAs, CdTe, copper indium gallium diselenide (CIGS). However, one of

the concerns in production line is the cost of the material. To lower the cost, new crystal

growth approaches have been developed including using casting process, the edge-

defined film-fed growth (EFG) technique, the ribbon-to-ribbon process, and the dendrite-

web process [5].

There has been a dilemma for the silicon solar cell manufacturers for years about

the need for low-cost material and processing. On one hand, the cost of materials has to

be low enough to be profitable; on the other hand, low-grade materials usually possess

unwanted impurities and defects that compromise the cell efficiency. Discussion of the

solar cell parameters and the limiting factors is presented in the next section.

1.2 Solar Cell Performance and Limiting Factors

The basic form of solar cell consists of a p-n junction with front and back contacts.

When isolated, the majority carrier is hole in p-type material and electron in n-type

material. As the two types of semiconductors are brought together, concentration

gradient of carriers near the metallurgical junction leads to a carrier flow. As the junction

region gets "depleted" of carriers, the ionized dopant cores left behind build up an

electric field across the junction, which induces "drift current" that is opposite to the

diffusion current. An equilibrium situation will be obtained as the two currents match.
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In the dark, the equilibrated p-n junction should have a spatially uniform Fermi level and

no net current flow is observed.

When a p-n junction is illuminated, excess electron-hole pairs are generated by

light throughout the cell. This disturbs the equilibrium state of carriers in the p-n

junction. The excess electrons (hole) in n-type (p-type) region then diffuse towards the

junction and are quickly pulled across the depletion region by the electric field. Fermi-

Dirac statistics has been assumed valid in non-equilibrium cases.

Figure 1.2 Energy band and quasi-Fermi levels in a p-n junction under illumination.

Figure 1.2 illustrates the quasi-Fermi levels (imrefs, or electrochemical potentials)

of electrons and holes of a non-equilibrium p-n junction under illumination. In the bulk

quasi-neutral regions, the majority carrier imrefs are approximately constant, because

their concentrations are large and only small gradients can support large current flows. If

the carrier recombination at depletion region is negligible, imrefs across the junction can

be assumed to be constant. The photo-generated carriers that flow across the depletion

region constitute the major contributions to the light-generated current, /L. This

contribution is primarily from a region within a minority carrier diffusion length on either
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side of the depletion region. The excess carriers generated recombine locally with

majority carriers and scarcely contribute to I.

The accumulation of light-generated carriers produces a forward biased p-n

junction. Rigorous solutions can be obtained by solving the following steady-state carrier

transport equations, provided heavy doping effect is negligible.

• Current transport equations:

The symbols used here have their standard meanings and are as follows: j„,

electron current density; j, hole current density; n, electron density; p, hole density; p„,

pp, electron and hole mobilities; 0, electron potential at E„ c, dielectric constant; e,

electron charge; G, photogeneration rate per unit volume; U, net recombination rate per

unit volume; pA - , ionized acceptor density; !I D + , ionized donor density.
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The equations need a set of boundary conditions, which usually consists of a

relation between the projected surface minority current and the surface recombination

rate. Terminal current can be extracted by integrating the projected total current density,

(j„ +j,„), over the terminal contact area. Terminal voltage will be the difference between

the majority carrier imrefs at terminals given the contact voltage drop to be small.

Although the method solves the I-V behavior exactly, under low injection

condition, superposition principle can be used to greatly simplify the solution. In such

cases, the complete I-V curve can be written as the sum of light-generation current and

the I-V characteristics of a diode. Figure 1.3 shows the corresponding equivalent circuit

including a current source, IL, connected in parallel with an ideal diode. A typical I-V

characteristics curve [6] agrees well with this assumption and is shown in Figure 1.4 (a).

Figure 1.3 The idealized equivalent circuit of a solar cell.

In general, the I-V characteristics of a solar cell can be written as

where
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and

I, is the diode saturation current. A is area of the cell. D 1, and Di, are the diffusivities of

electron and hole in p- and n-type regions respectively. L e and L1, are the minority carrier

diffusion length in the respective p- and n-type regions. W is the depletion region width.

A o is the perfection factor of the diode. For a "perfect" junction, A o is equal to 1 and

open-circuit voltage (V0) reaches its highest values. The expression for I, and IL is exact

for a single junction thick diode. For other cases, the qualitative relations are still valid.

The I-V curve passes through the fourth quadrant. The maximum power output

corresponds to the maximum product of I and V as shown in Figure 1.4 (a). It is

convenient to plot that quadrant only and invert the I-axis as shown in Figure 1.4 (b),

after Ref [7].

Figure 1.4 Current-voltage characterization curve for an illuminated solar ce
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Several important parameters can be extracted from the I-V curve to evaluate the

performance of a solar cell:

• Open-circuit voltage (VOC): the voltage of a solar cell when current I= 0. From Eq.

(1.7), Voc can be written as:

The smaller the saturation current I„ the greater the V,. From Eq. (1.8), Is can be

seen in connection with minority carrier recombination lifetimes, τp and The

greater the τp and z -„, the smaller the Is.; and thus, the greater the V.

• Short circuit current (h): the current in a solar cell when applied voltage V = 0. From

Eq. ().7), Isc is equal to light generated current, IL , since IL depends on the diffusion

lengths of minority carriers. A longer lifetime material offers a greater IL .

• Fill factor (FE): the ratio of the maximum power output u1 (Vmp, Imp) to the product of

V„ and Isc . Mathematically, it is defined as

FF is a strong function of V, [8]. Recombination in depletion region and bulk can

reduce FF [9].

• Energy-conversion efficiency (77) is given by

Fora given total power input, the efficiency, 77, depends on how large Voc, /—or IL,

and FF one may get.

• Other parameters include series resistance, R„ and shunt resistance, R517.
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In order to improve the efficiency of a solar cell, all the above relations favor a

reduced recombination or a long minority carrier recombination lifetime of the material.

Swanson [10] used an integral method to relate the recombination activities to the

terminal current, I, of a generalized two-terminal device shown in Figure 1.5. He proved

that I could be written in the form

Figure 1.5 A generalized two-terminal semiconductor device.

Since all the negative terms in Eq. (1.13) are caused by recombination, abating

recombination losses at surface and bulk is the key to improve the cell efficiency.
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Whereas light generation can enhance the output voltage, the various sources of

recombination prevent the voltage from reaching its ideal level.

One approach to obtain higher cell efficiency is to seek a higher level of light

generation by using back reflector, light trapping and concentrator. Another approach is

to improve the quality of material itself, because the minority carrier recombination at

bulk, surface and the contact decreases the cell efficiency. For a given cell design,

material quality is the limiting factor of cell performance.

1.3 Role of Defects and Hydrogenation in PV Materials

The quality of starting materials is an important topic in PV manufacturing industry. If

the cost is not an issue, such as in the solar plane and space applications, high quality

float-zone (FZ) silicon material can be used to fabricate solar cells. Laboratory cell

efficiency as high as 24% under one-sun illumination has been achieved [11], [12]. FZ

silicon based 21.9% bifacial cell [13] was installed on NASA funded aircraft "Helios"

[14] that recently set a new altitude record. However, the market in terrestrial

applications is more attractive to PV community because of its large scale. It is

surprising that the demand in PV has a rapid annual growth rate of 25% [15] while the

cost of production is expected to reduce towards 1 $/Wp in coming years [16].

Inevitably, low cost materials such as poly-crystalline silicon were adopted. Efficiency

between 13% and 15% is now achievable in the production line. However, those

materials usually contain a large amount of impurities and defects that adversely affect

the minority carrier lifetime and thus the cell efficiencies.
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Defects can be categorized in many ways. By using dimensionality as a criterion,

defects may be grouped into point, line, area and volume type defects. By judging their

interaction with growth environment, defects can be intrinsic as well as extrinsic.

Intrinsic point defects include vacancies, interstitials and vacancy-interstitial pairs, which

can be easily introduced during crystal growth. The most important factor controlling the

grown-in point defect and micro-defect is the ratio v/G [17], [18], where v is the pulling

rate and G is the near-surface axial temperature gradient. On further cooling,

supersaturated vacancies (interstitials) may agglomerate into D-void-defects (

A/B-swirl-defects), which are micro-volume defects. Growth of PV multicrystalline (mc) Si

materials usually uses a high pulling rate, so they contain a higher level of vacancies than

interstitials [19].

Unlike the intentional doping of shallow level impurities, metallic impurities may

be incorporated without being noticed due to their high solubilities in silicon. Transition

atoms, such as Fe, Co, Cr, Ni, Cu, in the silicon lattice are believed to introduce energy

levels in the bandgap [20]. The carrier capture cross section was measured in Fe [21],

[22] 4 x 10-1 4 cm 2 , in Ni
 [23] in a range from 2.7 x 10 -1 ' to 10 -20 cm2 , and in Cu [24] ~

10 -1 ' cm2 . Problems arise when the isolated metallic impurities precipitate to form

volume defects. Such precipitates enhance the minority carrier recombination and lead to

junction shunting.

An important line defect is dislocation. Dislocations represent boundaries

between slipped and unslipped regions of a crystal. The formation of dislocation lowers

the total free energy to relieve the stress caused by temperature gradient in crystal

growth. Dislocations in silicon may be dissociated into glide and be involved in the
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deformation behavior of silicon [25]. As a result of elastic distortions associated with a

dislocation, band bending occurs in its vicinity. Dangling bonds are also created along

the core of the dislocation and introduce energy levels in the bandgap.

Grain boundaries are area-defects formed during crystal growth. In poly-

crystalline silicon material grown by casting process, a large amount of grain boundaries

can be seen. Grain boundaries may be treated as an assemblage of dislocations whose

properties depend on the crystallography of the boundary. Their electrical activities are

connected with the set of dislocations that constitute a boundary. In general, local stress

field and dangling bonds are present at the kinks along a grain boundary [26]. The field

and dangling bonds along the grain boundaries cause a distribution of energy levels in the

bandgap and act as recombination centers. If the grain boundaries are decorated with

metallic precipitates, they become electrically more active and can be detected with a

strong contrast in electron beam induced current (EBIC) test. It has been shown that such

precipitation occurs primarily at dislocation clusters and limits the efficiency of current

mc-Si solar cells [27j.

Electrically active defects and impurities pin discrete mid-gap energy and

sometimes give rise to a continuous distribution of energy states in the bandgap. These

mid-gap energy states can serve as traps for carriers. The successive capture of an

electron and hole at a localized site creates a recombination event [28]. A material

containing many recombination centers reduces minority carrier lifetime. For low-cost

starting materials used in the production of inexpensive terrestrial cells, the detrimental

energy levels need to be reduced. There are two practical approaches to arrive at this

goal: "gettering" and "passivation".
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Gettering is a means of "physically" removing unwanted defects and impurities

by applying the principle of segregation. Stress, intrinsic defects such as dislocations,

and even surface damage can be introduced to create the gettering sites. These gettering

sites act as sinks for unwanted defects and impurities due to their high solubilities at the

sites. Phosphorus diffusion typically used for a solar cell fabrication is a well-established

gettering process [29]. Likewise, Al alloying used for a back contact formation can also

getter impurities.

Passivation is another effective way to reduce the number of recombination

centers. In passivation, the defect states are effectively removed from the bandgap by

neutralizing them with a suitable impurity. Hydrogen is one of the candidates for

passivation and has been extensively used in device processing. For example, the post

metallization anneal (PMA) routinely implemented in MOS device fabrication was found

to greatly reduce the interfacial states and leakage current. The passivation of PV silicon

by hydrogenation has been studied extensively in the past [30], [31]. Hydrogen can

passivate dangling bonds, which was first observed in amorphous silicon (a-Si) by

Pankove et al [32]. Hydrogenation provides excellent passivation of defects and

impurities that have later been observed by many researchers, [33], [34], [35], [36].

Since hydrogen can favorably affect material properties, processes involving

hydrogen passivation are being developed to improve starting material quality as well as

the final device performance. At present, hydrogen is introduced during the anti-

reflection (AR) coating deposition of a solar cell [37], [38]. An AR coating layer is used

in a PV device to reduce the reflection losses which otherwise would occur due to the

high reflectivity of air-silicon interface. Solar companies, specifically ASE Americas,
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use a plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) nitride anti-reflection

coating (SiN) [3]. Figure 1.6 shows a difference of cell performance with such an AR

coating process on polycrystalline material [39], [40]. This exemplifies a significant

increase in efficiency. However, the reasons are not well understood.

Figure 1.6 Percentage increase in cell efficiency with PECVD nitride AR coating
compared to no coating [40].

Other studies have shown that a 400°C forming gas anneal (FGA) in the presence

of Al increases the double-layer AR-coated EFG silicon cell efficiency from 7.8% to

14.1% [41] (in Figure 1.7). Although Al alloying plays a role of gettering impurities out

of the active area, the benefit of hydrogen FGA remains a possibility. Ammor et al. [42]

have done extensive studies on the role of FGA treatment on as-grown substrates.

Previous studies of this group have shown that H can readily diffuse into a Si wafer if the

sample has surface damage [43]. However, more investigations are still needed.



Figure 1.7 The effect of Al and FGA treatment on efficiency and IQE of EFG cells [41].

1.4 Dissertation Outline

Hydrogen diffusion and passivation is a pivotal topic in the PV community [44].

Reduction of defect levels is crucial for improving the cell efficiencies. Defects and

impurity concentrations in silicon material vary from vendor to vendor. It has been

observed that the actual hydrogen diffusion also depends on the specific material being

used.

Hydrogen is a very active element; it readily interacts with the defects and

impurities. However, before hydrogen can passivate the material at the desired depth, it

has to reach there. The diffusion mechanism of hydrogen is very complicated. It not

only depends on the processing time and temperature, but is also controlled by the

amount and the type of traps it interacts with during the diffusion process. Under certain

conditions, the charge state conversion and field effect also have an influence on the

diffusion process. Much work needs to be done to understand the role of hydrogen in
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silicon. The diffusion theory of hydrogen and several modeling efforts will be described

in great detail.

In PV me-Si materials, point defects are assumed to couple with the diffusing

species. Vacancy related mechanisms will be discussed and experiments will be

designed to investigate this possibility. Tasks of this research work are:

• Develop a "complete" diffusion model of hydrogen in silicon.

• Seek a numerical solution of the diffusion model.

• Model trap-limited hydrogen diffusion.

• Model and discuss the role of charge state conversion and field in hydrogen diffusion.

• Experiments designed to confirm the existence of mobile traps in samples processed

using ion beams.

• Understand various hydrogenation techniques currently in use.

The dissertation will be organized in the following manner: the second chapter

will present a review of hydrogen in silicon. The third chapter will focus on modeling of

hydrogen diffusion in crystalline silicon. The discussion of various hydrogenation

techniques by means of simulation and experimental observation will be presented in the

fourth chapter. Conclusions and future direction will be given in the last chapter.



CHAPTER 2

HYDROGEN IN SILICON: A REVIEW

2.1 Introduction to Hydrogen in Semiconductors

Hydrogen atom is light, mobile and very active. In semiconductors, it diffuses fast and

readily attaches to broken chemical bonds (or so-called "dangling bonds") at crystalline

defect sites. Hydrogen also reacts with impurities in the semiconductors, such as shallow

level dopants and metallic impurities. The complexes hydrogen forms are usually

electrically neutral. Thus, deep levels associated with the material imperfection are

effectively removed from the bandgap and minority carrier lifetime of the material can be

greatly increased.

Research has shown that hydrogen plays an important role in improving Si

devices whose performance is limited by the minority carrier lifetime of the material. For

example, when an oxide-passivated diode was hydrogenated, a ~10-fold drop in leakage

current was observed [45]. Post metallization anneal (PMA) in hydrogen forming gas, an

integral step in MOS device fabrication, is known to passivate the dangling bonds at the

Si-SiO 2 interfaces. Hydrogen can passivate the grain boundaries of polycrystalline

silicon (poly-Si) and was adopted in poly-Si based TFT applications [46], [47].

Hydrogen has been used extensively in the PV industry. For example, H-dilution of Si-

bearing gas is required to deposit electronically high quality amorphous silicon (a-Si)

[48] for high-efficiency solar cells. Poly-Si based solar cells typically see a higher

efficiency after the hydrogenation [49], [50]. For many PV vendors, the use of

hydrogenation has become mandatory.

17
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The hydrogen diffusion mechanisms are quite complex. The surface and bulk

quality can affect the diffusion process. There are questions as to how various

interactions of hydrogen affect the diffusion profiles, such as trapping at impurity sites

and carrier exchange with the Fermi level. This chapter will first review various

hydrogenation techniques. Then, the states of isolated hydrogen and its interaction with

lattice and impurities will be reviewed. Finally, relevant information from literature will

be presented concerning charge state equilibrium and kinetics of diffusion and complex

formation. Some previous studies of this research group will also be reviewed.

2.2 Hydrogenation Techniques

2.2.1 Introduction

Many methods can be used to introduce hydrogen into a semiconductor specimen,

however not all are beneficial. The types of techniques to be discussed in this section are

ion implantation, electrochemical, and forming gas anneal (FGA).

2.2.2 Ion Beam Hydrogenation

Hydrogen can be introduced by ion implantation technique. The ion source in an

implantation apparatus is a region of gas ionization that is physically separate from the

target. High voltage extraction grids are used to extract the ionized species from a

plasma source and direct them towards a target substrate. In the past 15 years, the ion

source has seen a significant development. Many flexible and efficient designs are

available now, among which there are two principal configurations for hydrogen

implantation application, the Kaufman [51] and the electron cyclotron resonance (ECR)
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[52] designs. In the former, a magnetic field is utilized to increase the electron path

lengths and to enhance ionization efficiency. In the latter, a microwave source is added

to induce a cyclotron resonance condition in the microwave cavity.

Studies [53] showed that hydrogen beams produced by Kaufman source are

typically composed of mixtures of and El, + ions and roughly equal mixture of

energetic neutrals. The energy spectrum of such source is sharply peaked at low

acceleration voltages (150-500 eV) but spreads out considerably at voltages above 1000-

V. Many studies have been done with Kaufman ion source on PV silicon materials

grown by web [54], ribbon [33], and EFG [55] techniques. It was shown that only a few

minutes exposure to a Kaufman ion source beam results in passivation of a substantial

fraction of the active recombination sites to depths of 10-50 It seems both diffusion

in the bulk and the diffusion along grain boundaries are important.

ECR ion source is a good alternative to Kaufman-type ion source. A plasma is

sustained in a coaxial waveguide by evanescent wave coupling of microwave energy at

2.45-GHz. The plasma is further enhanced by the ECR action of a quadruple magnetic

field producing an extensive surface in the plasma on which electron cyclotron resonance

at the given microwave frequency takes place. The major advantage of an ECR source is

being filamentless and permitting use with reactive gases. This technique does not need

the addition of foreign element and a large amount of atomic hydrogen can be produced.

The ion energy can be precisely controlled and surface damage due to ion bombardment

is negligible.

Although ion beam hydrogenation has been used extensively in research, it has

several drawbacks to be deployed in a production line. Firstly, the cost of system using
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either ion source can be substantial, typically, $70-120K. Secondly, the exposure to

Kaufman ion beam can cause surface damage and erosion in the typical energy range of

150-1200 eV [56]. The irradiation caused by the high acceleration voltage can induce

carrier traps and be detrimental to the cell being processed [57].

2.2.3 Plasma Methods

Hydrogen can also be introduced from hydrogen plasma ambient. A plasma can be

supplied by either dc or ac electric field. Under suitable conditions, once the energy

transferred from an accelerated electron to a gas atom is greater than the ionization

potential, a second free electron will be generated. When sufficient number of electrons

is available to maintain the discharge, the discharge is said to be self-sustained. If the

reactant is H2, the discharge will produce a large amount of atomic hydrogen. In typical

plasma systems, rf diode configurations with frequency in the range of 100-KHz to

greater than 100-MHz are primarily used. Figure 2.1 shows a plasma hydrogenation

apparatus using the glow-discharge method.

Figure 2.1 Schematic of a typical plasma hydrogenation system.
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Currently, many solar companies use plasma reactors to deposit AR-coating layer

such as Si3N4 onto a solar cell. Typically, the deposition uses a mixture of silane (SiH4)

and ammonia (NH 3 ) / nitrogen (N 2 ) in a plasma at 200 ~ 400°C. Infrared spectroscopy

found an appreciable amount of hydrogen in the form of Si-H and N-H in PECVD silicon

nitride films. The total amount of hydrogen can reach up to 18-22 at% in film deposited

from SiH4-NH 3 near 300°C [58], [59]. This indicates that a large amount of atomic

hydrogen radicals is present in the plasma discharge. However, it is noted that a further

rapid thermal process (RTP) treatment is required to have a deep diffusion.

The problem with direct plasma method is surface damage caused by ion

bombardment. It was observed that the potential of the plasma in an rf glow discharge is

positive relative to that of the grounded electrode and to that of the powered electrode. If

a wafer is placed on grounded electrode of such a system, the negative voltage bias will

accelerate the positively charged species such as 1-1' towards the wafer surface and cause

energetic ion bombardment. A modified version of plasma hydrogenation is to direct the

desired component (free radicals) out of the plasma region. In some cases, the

downstream products flow through a separate chamber where the specimen is located.

The specimen is thus physically and optically isolated from the plasma source. This

technique is sometimes called "remote plasma". The ion bombardment and UV radiation

damage [60] can be greatly reduced.

Remote plasma hydrogenation has been the mainstream of hydrogen diffusion

research recently. In practice, oxygen is added to hydrogen plasma, which has long been

known to increase the dissociation yield of monatomic hydrogen, presumably due to the
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suppression of hydrogen recombination on the walls of the chamber [61]. However,

hydrogen plasma in contact with quartz tube wall degrades the latter with the release of

oxygen. This effect can be controlled by changing the quartz tube frequently, but it

affects its deployment in commercial lines.

2.2.4 Electrochemical Techniques

Electrochemical techniques appear to be attractive alternatives to the gas phase methods.

They are able to maintain higher hydrogen densities at the solution/wafer interface. Since

there is no kinetic energy associated with the ionized hydrogen species in electrochemical

methods, damage-free surfaces can be produced.

Exposure to acidic environments, such as hydrofluoric acid (HF) or its mixture

with nitric acid (HNO 3 ), can be used to introduce atomic hydrogen. For example, at

300K, the HF mixture is such an active agent that it produced almost complete boron-

hydrogen pairing at ~10 15 cm -3 level as deep as 3 micron into the silicon bulk in just 30

seconds [62]. A good surface passivation was observed on silicon with HF [63]. Even

immersion in boiling wafer was found to offer hydrogen penetration, though a long

processing time is needed to see any eminent passivation, typically several hours [64].

Temperature is a limiting factor of this method. Although it is possible to

maintain a high concentration of hydrogen at the surface, the intrinsic diffusivity

corresponding to the typical processing temperatures (--300K) is very low. The solution

may be heated but the temperature cannot exceed the boiling limit.
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2.2.5 Forming Gas Anneal

Forming gas anneal (FGA) was known to passivate the dangling bonds at Si-SiO 2

interfaces [67] and has been successfully applied in standard MOS process as post metal

annealing (PMA). Interface traps are defects at Si-SiO2 interface and can capture (emit)

carriers from the conduction (valence) band. An increase of interface traps causes the

shift of threshold voltage, VT, and the characteristics of drain current, ID, vs. gate voltage,

VG. PMA was found to remove both characteristic interface states and interfacial

paramagnetic defect centers in the MOS structure [65], [66]. A typical 10-min, 450°C

anneal in 10% hydrogen-nitrogen forming gas reduces the midgap D„ to an acceptable

10 1° cm-2eV-1  level. Catalytic reduction of H2 and the release of atomic H were believed

to play a key role [67]. One possible place for such reaction to occur is in the vicinity of

metal, such as Pd [68]; however, sometimes passivation can be seen when the metal gate

is absent [69]. The dissociation of H2 at silicon dangling bonds in the dielectric SiO2 and

at the Si/SiO 2 interface has been proposed [70], [71].

Detailed FGA study was performed on passivation of crystalline defects in poly-

silicon used for solar cells [42]. Laser beam induced current (LBIC) indicated that

interfacial recombination velocities of grain boundaries are reduced to ~50%. FGA

treatment of a solar cell leads to an additional ~ 3% efficiency increase [41]. However,

passivation was found to be less marked than that of plasma technique and is limited to

10 —15 lam below the surface. Recent studies have shown that FGA in hydrogen ambient

produces an enhanced passivation effect when combined with aluminum (Al) diffusion

[39]. Some evidence showed that the diffusion depth of FGA is also related to the extent

of surface damage [72].



Table 2.1 Values of the energy (per H atom) of H configuration in Si [137].
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There are some theories available to support the postulation that surface damage

dissociates H2. Ab initio tight-binding MD simulations showed that the potential energy

between V infinitely far from H2 and {V, H, H} is 4.0 eV [133]. Before molecular H2 is

dissociated, it has to overcome a 0.8-eV surface barrier, according to energy levels shown

in Table 2.1. By splitting H2, there is actually an energy gain of 3.2 eV. As a result, H2

molecule may be spontaneously dissociated with the presence of vacancies near the

damaged surface.

2.3 Ion Beam Depth Profiling Techniques

Hydrogen (H) or its isotope deuterium (D) can be profiled by using various ion beam

techniques. Most of these allow an absolute measurement of the H (D) concentration.

An overview can be found in [73] and [74]. Table 2.2 summarizes four popular ion beam

profiling methods, their detection limits and depth resolutions. For a non-layered

specimen, secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) usually generates satisfactory results

with a deeper resolution in comparison with other methods. In many cases, D is used to

improve the detection limit of SIMS.
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Table 2.2 Ion beam depth profiling techniques, their detection limits and depth
resolutions.

Ion Beam Technique Detection Limit

____1

10	 cm - [or[}

1018 cm -3 for H

12-1310	 cm for D

Depth Resolution

Deep as sputtering goes

~ 1 µm

Secondary ion mass
spectrometry (SIMS)

Nuclear reaction that emits
charged particles (ECP)

Nuclear reaction that emits
Gamma rays (EGR)

20 appm ~ 600 A

Nuclear reaction leads to e astic
recoil detection (ERD)

0 15 cm	 [or}{ 500 — 800 A
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2.4 Isolated Hydrogen in Silicon

The interaction of hydrogen with silicon lattice leads to the understanding of the location

of hydrogen and the migration pathway of hydrogen in silicon. In the early days, H2 was

routinely used as the ambient for crystal growth and anneals, because it was believed that

H2 is inert like a noble gas. It appears now that hydrogen can interact and sometimes

passivate a semiconductor, but the studies of hydrogen in silicon did not draw much

attention until 1983, when Sah et al. [75] reported hydrogen passivation of boron shallow

acceptor. In fact, the states and migration of hydrogen in silicon is still an intricate topic

and many questions remain unanswered. It would be helpful to give a brief review of the

current understanding of isolated hydrogen in silicon, because the migrating hydrogen

species is believed to be mostly in atomic form.

The structure of H in Si lattice has been investigated experimentally and

theoretically in detail. The experimental data is very difficult to obtain because

hydrogen's intrinsic solubility in silicon is very low. Some early experiments used

channeling and IR spectroscopy to analyze H- or D-implanted high-resistivity Si samples.

Measurements indicated that hydrogen may reside in stable state on various interstitial

sites of high symmetry in a silicon lattice. Figure 2.2 shows a portion of silicon lattice,

which shows interstitial sites tetrahedral (T), hexagonal (H), C, and M [76]. The C-site is

at the center of the rhombus formed by three adjacent substitutional sites and the nearest

T-site. M-site is the midpoint between two adjacent C-sites. An important site is BC-

site, which is the bond center of two adjacent silicon atoms.
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Figure 2.2 A sketch of the Si lattice showing important interstitial sites, after Ref [76].

Initial experimental investigations yielded ambiguous results. For example, early

channeling measurement [77] showed that in hydrogen-implanted samples, the hydrogen

site was located at an antibonding position, 1.6 A from a silicon lattice site. This

conclusion influenced other workers over a period of ten years. Later it was found that

the influence of damage and annealing caused by the analyzing beam was not taken into

account. In the theory part, early calculations neglected the relaxation of the host crystal

network around the hydrogen impurity, which caused the neglect of BC-site. An

overview of the literature and problems was included in a review by Patterson [78:.

Another class of calculation utilized cluster model, i.e., a method taken from quantum

chemistry. This involves partial retention of diatomic differential overlap (PRDDO) and

ab initio minimal-basis-set Hartree-Fock (HF) calculation by Estreicher [79], and

MINDO/3 (modified intermediate neglect of differential overlap) method by Deak and

co-workers [80]. The application of cluster model to solid-state problem is usually not
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justified and very few cluster calculations test for convergence as a function of cluster

size. The results obtained by early analyses led to erroneous conclusions and did not

agree with many experimental observations. Recent theoretical results from a variety of

calculations based on MINDO, ab initio HF molecular dynamic (MD) calculations,

considering relaxation of the host crystal, seem to yield better solutions that match the

experimental results. A successful theoretical calculation usually contains information

about the global minimum energy sites of hydrogen atom of different charge states and

the migration path of the species. Some important results are summarized below.

Isolated interstitial H can exist in three charge states H ± , H°, and The

positive ion is at a relaxed BC-site (associated with high charge density), HBC+ , which is a

preferred state of hydrogen in p-type Si. The donor level was found about 0.2 eV below

the conduction band edge [81], [82]. The migration of HBC+, occurring by jumping from

one BC site to the adjacent one has an activation energy of 0.48 eV shown by high-

temperature ab initio MD simulation [83] and low-temperature reorientation kinetics after

stress-alignment [84].

Neutral hydrogen is metastable. Its lowest-energy state has trigonal symmetry at

a relaxed BC site, HBC0 , and at the T site as HT° . The energy difference between the two

states is about a few tenths of an eV. The low charge density of neutral H at T site

suggests that H T° is not a stable state [85]; however, once FI T° is formed, it diffuses

extremely fast [86] by taking a migration path of T- H- The activation energy of

HB(° is the same as that of HBC+. Most of this charge state in the bond region is related to

H-induced levels buried in the valence band [85].
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Negative ion of hydrogen is a dominant state in n-type Si, which is stable at the T

site, HT - . IT has a larger ion size than 1-1' and its diffusion activation energy is at least 0.8

eV. The location of the acceptor level associated with this state is still under debate [82],

[87], [88]. H is probably a "negative-U" impurity in Si, meaning that the donor level is

above the acceptor level. The two levels may be only 0.1 or 0.2 eV apart and both of

them may appear in the upper half of the bandgap. Above room temperature, different

charge states may coexist. Hydrogen behaves as an amphoteric impurity: its preferred

charge states, H+  in p-type and H - in n-type, lead to passivation of shallow-level dopants

at low temperatures.

Hydrogen can form two kinds of diners in the silicon lattice: an interstitial H2 as

molecules and an H2 * complex. H2 * was believed to consist of two Si-H bonds replacing

a single Si-Si bond: one H is near the BC site and the other is in an antibonding position,

with the two Hs on the same trigonal axis. This complex anneals out at about 200°C.

Molecular H is generally seen in Si material grown in an H-containing ambient, exposed

to H2 gas at high temperatures or to H plasma.

The structure of H in the Si lattice is important to understand the microscopic

diffusion in silicon samples of different resistivities. For example, because the preferred

charge state of HBC + in p-type silicon has a lower migration activation energy (0.48 eV)

than H r - (> 0.8 eV) in n-type silicon, a higher diffusivity of hydrogen in p-type Si than in

n-type Si can be expected.
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2.5 Hydrogen Passivation of Crystalline Defects in Silicon

Hydrogen can attach itself to the dangling bonds at crystalline defects in silicon. The

stronger bond strength of Si-H compared to that of Si-Si bond results in the complete

passivation of the defect. It can also interact with weakly reconstructed bonds that are

found at vacancies (Vs) or clusters of Vs. H rarely forms perfect Si-H bonds within the

crystal because the Si bonds at the V and at clusters of Vs undergo some degree of

reconstruction. Theoretical studies [89] showed that the most stable V aggregates have

no deep levels in the gap, except the smallest one, the ring-hexavacancy complex (V6),

has a few empty shallow levels very near the conduction band.

Self-interstitial (I) and I-aggregates also trap H, but their thermal stability is low

(maybe 200°C or less). Only one {I,H,H} complex has been identified by FTIR and ab

initio theory [90]. Its vibrational modes are at 1987 and 1989 cm -1 , below those of

{\/„,H{ complexes. The binding energies are small, ranging from 2.6 eV for {I, }{, HI

down to 1.5 eV for {I, HI, and just a few tenths of an eV for {I, H, H, HI. The capability

of H is to passivate point defects and point defect clusters effectively and remove the

energy levels introduced by them from the bandgap and thus "passivate" the material.

Hydrogen can also passivate extended crystalline defects such as dislocations,

stacking faults and grain boundaries. Dislocations are localized interruptions in a

crystal's periodic network. Grain boundaries are the interfaces between adjacent

crystallites. Such defects can be introduced as a result of large thermal gradient and

stress during the growth of a crystal. There are a large number of dangling bonds at those

crystalline defect sites, which introduce a band of energy states in the bandgap and

virtually pin the Fermi level near midgap. The hydrogenation of grain boundaries of
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polycrystalline silicon (poly-Si) [91], [36], has been applied on mc-Si solar cell [49],

[50], and TFT devices [46], [47], to reduce the defect levels and to improve the lateral

carrier transport.

Hydrogen diffuses rapidly and segregates at kink sites of dislocation networks or

grain boundaries. However, sometimes the impurity precipitates can segregate at those

defects too. It is not clear if H can passivate decorated extended defects.

2.6 Hydrogen Interactions with Shallow Level Dopants

The earliest evidence of acceptor neutralization was found in the work of Sah [75], which

inspired succeeding research on passivation of shallow acceptors. The complex formed

by hydrogenation of p-type Si is electrically neutral and effectively increases the

resistivity of a sample. This complex has a threefold coordinated B with H tying up the

fourth Si bond in a near-BC position. Figure 2.3 illustrates formation of such a complex.

Here, B is a boron atom. From an Arrhenius analysis [92] of change in subsurface

resistivity, the bond breaking that reactivates the acceptor has activation energy of 0.76

eV. The measurement by using multiple internal reflection infrared absorption [93]

revealed a sharp absorption band at 1875 cm -1 , which is consistent with an isotopic shift

to 1360 cm -1 detected by using deuterium [94]. Boron-hydrogen complex (BH)

dissociates below temperature of 200°C, with a dissociation rate satisfying the Arrhenius

relation v = v 0 exp(— E, 1 kT), where pre-exponential factor vo = 2.8 x 10 14 s -1 and

activation EA = (1.28 ± 0.03) eV [95]. The dissociation energies of other acceptors were

reported in the same reference as (1.44 ± 0.02) eV, (1.40 ± 0.03) eV, (1.42 ± 0.05) eV for

A1H, GaH, and InH complexes, respectively.



Figure 2.3 Illustration of H bonding with an acceptor in Si.

The effect of hydrogen on the electric properties of n-type silicon is subtler than

that of p-type silicon. The less efficient formation is because hydrogen primarily exists

in p-type silicon as HT - , which has a low mobility, and as HBC0, which has a small capture

cross section by P ion. The first report that hydrogen can neutralize shallow-donor

impurities in silicon was experimentally based on Hall-effect data in 1986 by Johnson

[96]. Experimental evidence was obtained later from vibrational spectroscopy [97],

showing that absorption bands appeared at 1555, 1561, and 1562 cm-1 for implanted P,

As, and Sb, respectively. An additional band observed u1~ 810 cm - ' for each dopant

species was assigned to the wagging mode of the donor-hydrogen complex. Uniaxial

stress studies [98] of those absorption bands established the trigonal symmetry of the

complex and confirmed the identification of the stretching and wagging modes.

Electronic structure calculations [99] yielded a model in Figure 2.4 that the hydrogen

atom resides near the Si antibonding Td site with the Si-P bond broken and strong Si-H

bond formed in its place. This arrangement accounts for the electrical neutralization, the

weak dependence of the vibrational frequencies on donor species, and the trigonal

symmetry of the complex. Biased vacuum anneal experiment [100] of a hydrogenated
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Schottky-barrier diode on n-type silicon established the existence of W species and

dissociation reaction for the PH complex is PH P + +H - . The dissociation rate of PH

complex satisfies the Arrhenius relation v = v o exp(— E A / kT) , where pre-exponential

factor vo= 8.4 x 10 13 s -1 and activation energy EA (1.18 ± 0.01) eV. Low temperature

infrared studies [97] reported the same dissociation energy of 1.43 eV for AsH and SbH

complexes. The PH pair breaks up below 100°C in the dark and at room temperature

under illumination.

Figure 2.4 The broken-bond Id site model of donor-hydrogen complex in silicon [99].

The higher IR-active stretch mode indicates B-H bond is thermally more stable

than P-H bond. Hydrogen neutralization of shallow-level dopants has important

technological implications, because hydrogen can modify the resistivity of the substrate

and is easily introduced unintentionally, such as in dry etching system that uses H-

containing gases. For example, hydrogen was found to migrate though the oxide and

pile-up at the SiO2/Si interface of a metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) structure and

decreases capacitance [101] on B-doped silicon due to the resistivity change.
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2.7 Hydrogen Interactions with Other Impurities in Silicon

Atomic H was found to interact with metallic impurities such as Fe [102], Cr [103], Ni

[104], Cu, and Au [105] to reduce their carrier recombination in Si. Some transition

metal (TM)-H complexes with Ti, Co, Ag, Pt, and Pd have been detected primarily by

DLTS analyses [106], [107], [108]. Various equilibrium structures for TM-H complexes

have been calculated [109]. Interestingly, the DLTS data do not verify that all the

complexes are electrically inactive. For some TM, it appears that H only shifts the

position of the energy levels within the gap. So far, there is no experimental or

theoretical information on the passivation of TM precipitates. These are the important

issues for fabrication of high-efficiency solar cells on low-cost Si substrates. If hydrogen

can hardly passivate TM precipitates, they should be dissolved before Bettering or

passivation process.

Interactions of H with C and O are significant because these impurities are present

in high concentrations in most Si devices. Recently, there has been a flurry of results on

interactions between H and interstitial oxygen (O). It has been reported that the growth

of O-related thermal donors in CZ-Si is greatly enhanced if the material is grown in an H2

ambient. This mechanism appears to be caused by the tendency of O, to attract isolated H

and H2. On the other hand, in the temperature range of 300° — 450°C, H acts as a catalyst

to enhance the diffusion of O. In oxygen-rich Si samples, three lines associated with H2

are seen by FTIR [110], two of which are associated with H2 trapped near interstitial

oxygen (O). The binding energy of H2 to O 1 is 0.26 0.02eV, and the activation energy

for diffusion of H2 is 0.78 ± 0.05 eV. Isolated H2 has been seen [111] following anneals
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of Si up to 350°C. This is of particular importance because F1 behaves differently in CZ

than in FZ silicon.

Two models have emerged to explain the enhancement of O diffusivity by H. In

the first, H lowers the activation energy for O diffusion by tying up a Si dangling bond at

the transition point. In the second, obtained from MD simulations, a covalent H-O pair

forms, which transforms the stiff Si-O-Si bridged bond into a H-O-Si bond, with the

{H,O} pair now able to rotate around the fixed Si atom, allowing it to visit the adjacent

BC site. This problem is not completely understood.

2.8 Hydrogen Diffusion in Silicon

2.8.1 Diffusivity and Solubility of Hydrogen in Silicon

The early study of diffusivity and solubility of hydrogen in crystalline Si was made by

Van Wieringen and Warmholtz (VWW) [112]. These authors made a hollow tube of

single-crystalline silicon, with one end closed. The tube was surrounded with H2 gas at

one atmospheric pressure from 1090° to 1200°C and the rate of permeation of the

hydrogen into the evacuated bore was measured with a mass spectrometer. The

diffusivity and solubility derived fell nicely on the Arrhenius lines:

The dissolved hydrogen was believed to exist in monatomic forms, presumably H .' or H°
due to the fact that the permeation coefficient varies as p°5° at 1050°C over the range of
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H2 pressure from 83 to 606 mmHg. The diffusion activation energy, 0.48 eV, in the Eq.

(2.1), also agrees with the MD calculation [83] of HBC+ and HBC0. Compared to atomic

hydrogen, the molecular species, H2, is believed to have a higher diffusion barrier, i.e.,

0.78 eV. VWW Arrhenius line of solubility indicates a very low value at low

temperatures, e.g., 5.52 x 10 7 cm -3 at 400 °C, and 3.15 x 10 -1 cm -3 at 150 °C.

Low temperature diffusion studies have been conducted using various methods

such as radioactivity decay with tritium [113], C-V measurement [114], and current

density measurement during electrolysis hydrogenation [115]. Figure 2.5 shows

hydrogen diffusivity data from various sources. The solid curve represents the VWW

extrapolation. The salient feature is that there is a large spread of diffusivity data and all

of them are several orders of magnitude below the VWW extrapolation. It seems that the

high temperature Arrhenius line (the solid curve) somehow serves as an "upper limit".

The "intrinsic" diffusivity at room temperature is 8.3 x 10 -11 cm2/s.

Figure 2.5 Diffusivity of H reported by various researchers.
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It appears that the fitted low temperature diffusivities in Figure 2.5 are not

"intrinsic" but "effective" diffusivities. The large variation in D11 indicates that more

than one mechanism is involved in the diffusion under different experimental conditions.

The diffusion characteristics can be strongly influenced by the material quality and defect

density. As reviewed in the previous sections, hydrogen diffusion is indeed accompanied

by the interaction with the lattice imperfection. H can form complexes with impurities

and defects that are stable at low temperatures. This mechanism can cause trapping of H

and reduce the "effective" diffusivity. In Chapter 3, low temperature diffusion profiles

will be explained by using simultaneous trapping and detrapping mechanism.

2.8.2 Theoretical Framework

2.8.2.1 Equilibria Charge States and Carriers. With the presence of impurities and

defects in the semiconductor lattice, hydrogen can react with them and form a variety of

complexes, which in turn can dissociate and release their atomic constituents. It has been

a consensus that atomic hydrogen exists and migrates in the silicon lattice in different

charge states, i.e., H + , H° , and Those charged species can occupy different interstitial

sites and migrate along different paths. In a doped semiconductor, different charge states

can interconvert by emission or absorption of electrons or holes. In effect, carrier

transport is a "fast" process compared to the balancing process of local charge states of

hydrogen via carrier exchange. The reason is that the diffusivity of atomic hydrogen is

much smaller (-10 -1° cm2/s) than that of the carriers (D, = 35 cm 2/s, = 13 cm 2/s) at

room temperature (300K). At high temperatures, this is still true, because diffusivity of
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hydrogen is merely -10 -4 cm2 /s, whereas D, and D 1, are much higher. It is imaginable

that before a slightest spatial change of total dopant distribution is felt due to hydrogen

migration, the carriers have readily been redistributed. Even if hydrogen is being trapped

in the meantime by the dopant impurities or defects, the local reduction rate of available

atomic hydrogen is still limited by its diffusivity. Carriers are replenished fast enough to

keep Poisson equation satisfied. As a result, a spatially uniform Fermi level (or quasi-

Fermi level in biased cases) can be always assumed.

In different charge states, hydrogen can be either fermion or boson, which should

follow the corresponding statistics:

where "+" represents Fermi-Dirac (F.D.) statistics and "-" represents Bose-Einstein

(B.E.) statistics. β=1/kT, where k is Boltzmann constant, 1.38 x 10 -23 J/K. en",

where ,u is the chemical potential.

For a system with low density of available particles, most energy states remain

unfilled. In this case, A -> 0, and F.D. or B.E. statistics will turn close to Boltzmann

distribution,

The total number of particles is thus

where Z(T), the partition function is defined by
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Figure 2.6 illustrates a transition diagram of capture / emission of electron by

hydrogen atoms. It is perceivable that by contributing an electron from donor level to the

Fermi level, a neutral hydrogen species, H ° , loses energy of (Ed - Ef). By capturing an

electron from the Fermi level to the acceptor level, H ° loses energy of (Ef - En), or gained

energy of (Ea - Ef). The Fermi level position with respective to both defect levels can

change the ratio of concentrations of hydrogen species of different charge states.

Figure 2.6 Transition diagram of different charge states of an impurity in semiconductor,
given the co-existence of both donor and acceptor levels.

If hydrogen exists in either of the three charge states, i ( i = +, 0, or -), which have

vi possible positions in each unit cell of volume Q 0 , it is possible to write down the

following number of hydrogen in different charge states as
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where Ef is the Fermi level, Ed the donor level, and En the acceptor level. We use the

energy of neutral hydrogen as the reference for all charged states. The p in all three

expressions corresponds to the electrochemical potential of neutral hydrogen.

In the first order approximation, the number of possible positions in a unit cell is

assumed to be the same for all charge states, i.e., v+ = vo = u, and the partition functions

differ little from its T~~ 0 value, i.e., Z+ Zo= L. The following simplified equations are

obtained:

Those two equations show that the population of hydrogen in different charge

states depends on the Fermi level position with respective to the donor or acceptor level.

Atomic hydrogen was assumed a "negative U center" after Ref. [124].

For a particular distribution of total hydrogen and shallow donor and acceptor

impurities, Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13) need to be solved together with the Poisson equation,
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where 17, - is ionized donor concentration and	 is ionized acceptor concentration. At

room temperature, shallow donor and acceptor dopants are fully ionized, so ti t", N, and

N,. The electrical potential, 0, as a function of position can be defined as the mid-

gap energy level, E,„, of the corresponding position divided by electron charge (- e) . At

room temperature or above, Fermi level of intrinsic silicon is almost at mid-energy level,

i.e., E,„ E,. In thermal equilibrium, semiconductor has a uniform Fermi level. As a

result, the electrical potential, 0, can be redefined as

where the thermal voltage From Eqs. (2.12) through (2.17), together

with the constraint that

electric potential, carrier distribution, and the density of individual charged hydrogen

species can be solved.

2.8.2.2 Local Kinetics of Complex Formation. As atomic hydrogen diffuses through

the semiconductor lattice, it varies its charge state by exchanging carriers with the Fermi

level. At moderate temperatures, neutral complexes can be formed and the corresponding
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energy levels are removed from the bandgap. Opposite to the capture of charged

hydrogen species, the thermal dissociation process takes place simultaneously. At

elevated temperatures, the dissociation can be dominant such that complex formation

appears negligible.

In the case of a simple combination-dissociation process of ionized acceptor A -

with positively charged hydrogen 1-1 + forming a complex AH, the following reaction is

taking place,

Due to the Coulombic attraction, the formation of complex will occur when the random

motion of diffusing H + put it within some capture radius Re of A - . According to the

diffusion theory of reactions [125] and [126 -_, the rate of rightward reaction in (2.19), per

unit volume is set equal to the product of the density [Al of A - ions by the steady-state

diffusive flux of IT - across the surface of a capturing sphere of radius R c , given a

concentration [1/+ ] at infinity. The expression is

where D± is the diffusivity of Fit

A critical parameter in Eq. (2.20) is the capture radius, R c. For a large capture

radius, the formation rate of the complex is higher. For Coulombic capture, the capture

cross section, o=4πR2c , is calculated to vary at T", with ii being as large as 2 or 4

[127], [128]. For a simple case that R, is roughly the distance where the Coulombic



This corresponds to a capture radius of about 30 A at 150°C, 22 A at 300°C, or 12 A at

800°C. For problems that are not Coulombic, Re can be expected smaller than an

interatomic spacing of the traps and has a modest dependence of the temperature. In such

cases, R e changes more gradual than that of the diffusivity.

The leftward reaction in Eq. (2.19) corresponds to the simultaneous dissociation

of the complexes. This reversal process can be described by a dissociation frequency,

kAH which has a unit of (s -1 ). The dissociation rate of AH complex can be expressed as

The dissociation frequency, kAH ', is related to a dissociation attempt frequent, vA H,

a pre-exponential constant, and the dissociation energy, EAH, of the complex AH:

Here, the dissociation energy, EAH, relates to other two fundamental quantities, the

binding energy, ΔEAH , of the complex and the diffusion activation energy, Ea,„ of the IT

species and may be expressed as follows [100],

This shows that in order for a complex to split into its constituents in free forms, it needs

to overcome the binding energy and at least one diffusion-barrier.

The combination and dissociation reactions take place simultaneously. In the

cases that the densities of the reacting species' are not high enough to invoke many-body

effect, these are two independent events and can be superimposed. Usually, at low
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temperatures, combination and complex formation is dominant, whereas at high

temperatures, since dissociation rate is much faster than combination rate, complex

formation seems negligible.

2.8.2.3 Kinetics of Diffusion. As discussed in section 2.6.2.1, diffusion of atomic

hydrogen is a slow process compared to the charge equilibration process among species

of different charge states. If all H + , H° , and If are present, Poisson's equation (2.14)

should be satisfied at any time instant in order to obtain the correct statistical ratios

among all the charged species (including hydrogen species, [H +], [H°], and [H -], dopants,

and carriers).

In order to make the formulation illustrative, the formation of H2 molecule,

mobile traps, and mobile trap-hydrogen complexes are neglected. The only species

considered as a first order approximation are mobile species: H +, H°, and and

immobile species: shallow donor, D, shallow acceptor, A, trap, T, donor-hydrogen

complex, DH, acceptor-hydrogen complex, AH, and trap-hydrogen complex, TH. The

corresponding concentrations of immobile species are represented by [D], [A], [T], [DH],

[AH], and [TH]  .

An important equation the system has to satisfy is the continuity equation:

In all the following discussions, capital J's  represent particle fluxes and small j's stand

for electric currents. For example, J,,, will mean the total current of hydrogen species.

Eq. (2.25) is true even with the presence of complex formation and dissociation.
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With the presence of shallow acceptors, the Coulombic attraction will drag

positively charged hydrogen, if, towards ionized and negatively charged acceptor core,

j', to form a neutral complex, AH, as expressed in Eq. (2.19). The net increase rate of

AH complexes can be described by combining the capture rate equation (2.20) and

dissociation rate equation (2.22) as the following:

where, I ,111 :-=- 47r1) 	 , and kAd follows Eq. (2.23). Similar to the interaction between A-

and H+, negatively charged hydrogen, If interacts with positively charged donor core,

D+, as the following:

and the net increase rate of DH complexes is

Traps can be crystalline defects (point defects, dislocation, and grain boundaries)

or other impurities. The interaction between traps and hydrogen may not necessarily

follow the relation (2.21), but phenomenological values of capture cross section, capture

rate, and dissociation rate can still be used. Supposing trap, T, interacts with total atomic

hydrogen, H, regardless charge states, the following interaction occurs:
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and the net increase rate of TH complexes is

where k m El 4R-D,,R,T , given the neutral hydrogen is a dominant species. kTH' follows the

similar equations as Eqs. (2.23) and (2.29):

The total flux of hydrogen, J101, consists of the contributions from all three

charged hydrogen species. The flux of each of them can be expressed in a way similar to

the electric current of carriers, i.e.,

With some simple transformations, the drift terms in (2.33) — (2.35) may be expressed in

terms of concentrations of charged species. It turns out that

Thus, the total hydrogen flux is
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These two equations show that the hydrogen flux may be viewed as caused only by the

neutral species, of which the equivalent diffusivity is magnified and is related to the ratio

among the charged species.

To construct a set of equations to describe the diffusion problem, various complex

formation and interconversion mechanisms need to be identified and the corresponding

rate equations and fluxes can be substituted in to Eq. (2.25) to finish the formulation. In

reality, there could be more diffusion mechanisms than what are known. Sometimes

mobile traps and mobile trap-hydrogen complexes are involved. As an example, vacancy

and vacancy-hydrogen were postulated to transport hydrogen in some PV silicon

materials at low temperatures.

In silicon, vacancy is known to have two acceptor levels, er- and [129] and

two donor levels e,. + and e7. V + is only metastable because the positions of e 1 , + and e v++

are inverted (so-called negative-U properties). There exist four stable charge state ft ° ,

V- , and V. As a result, vacancies can interact with charged hydrogen species. It is

possible to write down the rate equations involving vacancies. However, related

parameters are lacking and even the detection of monovacancies has technical problems.

In the next section, past studies of this research group will be reviewed and vacancy-

related diffusion mechanism previously proposed will be summarized.
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2.8.3 Past Research on H diffusion in PV Silicon Materials

2.8.3.1 Experimental Observations. A few experimental observations were done by

this group pertaining to the H diffusion profiles in different silicon materials supplied

from various vendors by using different hydrogenation techniques. The diffusion

behavior of H seems to have a strong dependence on the crystal growth parameters and

residue impurity content [40], [72].

Hydrogen diffusion was conducted by ion beam hydrogenation technique on the

silicon materials from different manufacturers. Samples that were compared for the

diffusivity profiles were p-type FZ, CZ, cast polycrystalline material, edge defined film

fed-growth (EFG from ASE Americas), and laser recrystallized ribbon (LRC). Samples

selected had similar low doping level. They were cleaned and processed under Kaufman

deuterium (D) ion beam source, with the energy of 1.5 KeV and current of 0.6 mA/cm 2 ,

for the time duration of 30 min. The samples were heated to 250°C during the

deuteration. Simultaneous diffusion was therefore expected. The profiles are shown in

Figure 2.7 and apparent diffusivities fitted with complementary error function are shown

in Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.7 Hydrogen diffusion profiles for (a) LRC ribbon, (b) FZ, (c) CZ, and (d) EFG
ribbon, by ion implantation.

Figure 2.8 Apparent diffusivities fitted for materials grown with different methods.

It is interesting to relate the diffusivity to the crystal growth pulling speed and the

residual impurity content of the material. These values are listed in Table 2.3.
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Table 2.3 Oxygen and Carbon concentrations, and growth speeds for various types of
silicon material that are used for solar cells.

Mark Silicon Type [O], [C] (atoms/cm3) Growth Rate (cm/min)

RP-1 LRC [O]<10^16 2.5

RP-2 EFG [O] < 10 16 , [C] ~ 10 18 1 ~ 2

CP Cast-Poly [O] < 6x10 1 ', [C] < 8x10 16 0.15-0.2

FZ FZ [O] < 10 16 , [C] < 10 16 . 0.3 ~ 0.5

CZ CZ [O] > 10 1g, [C] > 10 17 . 0.1 ~ 0.2

It was seen that although the processing conditions were the same for all the

samples, the fitted diffusivity values showed a great difference of up to 3 orders of

magnitude. There seems to have two regions controlled by different factors. CZ and FZ

silicon samples usually have low crystal growth rate between 0.1 ~ 0.5 cm/min. The

controlling factor is the oxygen concentration. It is known that FZ growth technique

involves very low impurity level of oxygen, < 10 16 cm -3 , whereas CZ growth technique

causes a high oxygen level, typically > 10 18 cm -3 . It seems that a lower oxygen level is

associated with a higher apparent diffusivity of H or D. The second regime is where the

crystal growth rate plays a critical role. For samples CP, RP-1, RP-2, the oxygen level is

low (<10 16 cm -3 ), but they had a large difference in diffusivity mainly caused by the

different pulling rates during crystal growth. In order to lower the cost, EFG ribbon

growth usually seeks the maximum pulling rate that a ribbon sheet may endure. It seems

that the diffusivity is higher for a higher pulling rate, which was presumably related to the

concentration of intrinsic crystal defect involved during the crystal growth.
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2.8.3.2 Explanations Proposed. A few explanations were proposed based on Figure

2.8 and Table 2.3. The reason for the effect of the growth rates on the diffusivity is that

rapidly grown material can have a high number of vacancy formations that may be

"frozen" in the material when the sample is quenched after crystal growth. The presence

of O in the growth reduces the inclination for vacancy formation in the silicon [130] and

large amounts of carbon influence the diffusivity, such as in EFG material.

Theoretical calculations [131] revealed a possible diffusion mechanism that

involves vacancy-hydrogen (H-V) complex. A series of configuration change is shown

in Figure 2.9 that illustrates the migration of H-V complex in the silicon lattice.

Beginning at Figure 2.9 (a), the thick (thin, dashed) lines indicate qualitatively the

stronger (weaker, weakest) covalent bonds formed at the various stages of diffusion.

Only one hydrogen or Si atoms is shown to move. Figure 2.9 (b) shows calculated

barrier comparison for diffusion: solid line: neutral vacancy; dashed line: neutral

vacancy-hydrogen; dotted line: +1 charge state. The horizontal axis roughly scales with

the vertical coordinate of the Si atom that moves toward the vacancy during the

reconfigurations.
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Figure 2.9 Schematic representation of the diffusion mechanism for the (V, H) pair in Si.

In previous studies, H was seen to diffuse into a Si wafer with a damaged surface

in a forming gas ambient at low temperatures (200 - 400°C) [43]. One possible

explanation is that hydrogen is split from its molecular form into the atomic form at

damaged surface by the vacancies. Pankove et al. [32] first proposed that the surface

damage created from the high acceleration voltage V, of the plasma process can

dissociate the molecular hydrogen. The bonding energy of the molecule H 2 in vacuum is

4.62 eV, while in the crystal it is 3.84 eV and the bonding energy of the atomic state is

3.43 eV; so it is feasible that a surface damage as a stressed lattice with very few energy

states, could initially break this bond [132]. In effect, H2 in Si and its interaction with

intrinsic defects using ab initio tight-binding MD simulations showed that the potential

energy between V infinitely far from H2 and IV, H, HI is 4.0 eV [133].

In conclusion, previous studies on deuterium diffusion based on ion bean

techniques on silicon materials prepared from different crystal growth method showed a

strong dependence of apparent diffusivity on oxygen level and crystal growth pulling
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rate. The underlying facilitating factor was proposed to be the participation of vacancy

point defect. Direct evidence is required to elucidate the idea.

2.8.3.3 Vacancy and Hydrogen-vacancy Complex Facts. The simplest imperfections

in silicon is a vacancy, or a missing atom. Vacancies are present in a crystal for a number

of reasons as illustrated in the previous sections. These are the growth speed, the

concentration of O that predominates the number of vacancies, surface treatments such as

hydrogen plasma, and etching or deposition of Al contacts. Prevention of vacancies

would be an ideal option however most processing steps involve an existing product that

contains vacancies.

Mono-vacancy is very mobile, which the activation energies for migration of V ° ,

V+ ' and V- are 0.45, 0.32 and 0.18 eV, respectively [134]. The divancy V2 is more stable

than two isolated mono-vacancies by 1.5 — 1.6 eV [135]. Vacancies are more abundant in

p-type material than n-type, because self-interstitials easily trap at group III dopants such

as boron (substitutional acceptor), which forms vacancies [136]. Vacancies react amiably

with hydrogen as well as with defects and impurities including dopants.

Theoretical calculations have predicted that a vacancy can trap up to four

hydrogen atoms [137]. Vacancies are one of the strongest traps for hydrogen. It is

recognized that hydrogen ties up dangling bonds at vacancies, vacancy aggregates,

surfaces and extended defects such as dislocations, grain boundaries, and interfaces.

It is difficult to directly identify the diffusion process mechanism by a {H-V}

complex. Infrared (IR) spectroscopy is a common technique used to identify the species

by the stretch and bending and wagging modes of the Si-H, however because the
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absorption coefficients of hydrogen are very small it is a difficult technique to use. The

bond character for vacancy related defects and interstitial-related defects are thought to

be very similar, thus making it hard to distinguish with IR. There were theoretical

advances in this study by Mukashev et al. [138] who indicated a difference between the

bands by the temperature subservience and the H-D isotope dependence. It is known that

the hydrogen peaks by IR spectroscopy range from 2300 cm -1 to 1800 cm -1 . The peaks

below 2000 cm -1 are thought to be related to interstitials and the peaks above 2000 cm -1

are vacancy related. There is no direct experimental evidence verifying this notion.

Vibrational spectra of the H-V complexes have been obtained theoretically by Park et al.

[132] by using the pseudo-atomic-orbital MD method.

The peaks of the calculations were found to be at 2168 cm -1 , 2268 cm -1 , 2301 -1 ,

and 2334 cm -1 at room temperature vibrational frequencies. The vibrational frequencies

for H in the {V,H,,}, are with n=1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. These values have been

found to be high compared to experimental results that give vibrational modes at 2060

-1 -1 -1cm , 2120 cm , 2160 cm , and 2220 cm . The experimental results from Nielson et al

[139] indicate the vibrational mode at 2220 cm -1 identified as the VH4 2160 cm -1 and

2120 cm -1 relating to the VH 3 and VH2 vibrational modes respectively. Another mode at

2060 cm -1 is tentatively assigned to the VH0. It is agreed that the H-stretching frequency

of {V,Hn} increases with n, which results from a population effect of an increasing

number of H squeezing into a vacancy.



CHAPTER 3

MODELING OF HYDROGEN DIFFUSION IN CRYSTALLINE SILICON

3.1 Introduction to Modeling of Hydrogen Diffusion in Silicon

In an ideal case, based on one simple diffusive mechanism and constant surface boundary

condition, an impurity diffusion profile should be a complementary error function (erfc)

distribution. Experimentally measured diffusion profiles of H/D are known to differ

significantly from ideal erfc profiles. As summarized in the previous chapter, the spread

of diffusivity value fitted from low temperature data possesses a much greater value than

the experimental uncertainty. These values cannot be fitted by an exponential law D =

D o exp (-EA kT), with a consistent value for the activation energy EA and for pre-

exponential factor Do over the complete temperature range. The "apparent" diffusion

coefficients at low temperatures are usually several orders of magnitude lower than the

extrapolated values from the high temperature diffusivity relation [112]. Corbett et al.

[140] showed a set of comprehensive experimental diffusion profiles in FZ n- and p-type

vs. temperature and vs. resistivity, which illustrated a great variation among the samples

processed under different conditions. This has been the case in other reported deuterium

profiles, such as reported in [141] and [142].

Several diffusion models have been proposed to describe the hydrogen profiles.

Inspired by the self-regulated drift of donor Li + ions in p-type Si or Ge [143], the

hydrogen was postulated to have a donor level in p-type Si [122], [144]. H as a donor

can contribute to the electrical deactivation through acceptor compensation. H gradient

across the doping level forms an n-p junction. Consequently, H + would drift in the

junction field. The result is an H concentration pinned at doping level, forming a plateau.

55
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Attempt was then made to include boron impurities trapping-detrapping and H2 formation

[144] in highly doped p-Si (-10' 8 cm -3 ). However, the simulation failed to account for

the profile and either one of the mechanisms had to be neglected. D. Mathiot proposed a

model [145] that hydrogen can exist in 3 charge states H ° , Fl + and 1-1 - due to acceptor

and/or donor in the band gap. Different charge state species drift in the built-in field and

pairs with ionized dopant are formed through Coulombic attraction leading to neutral

complexes. A constant surface concentration (CO and a time-independent surface trap

density were included in the model. H2 formation was allowed, but was later excluded in

an improved version of the model [141]. The simulation turned out to agree well with

some of the experimental curves. For doping concentration greater than 10 16 cm -3 , H2

formation seems negligible. However, there was flexibility of adjusting various

parameters in such a model. The surface concentration was assumed to be —10' 8 cm -3 ,

which was too large, and diffusivities of atomic hydrogen was 10 -14 ~ 10 -13 cm2s-1, which

was too small. Other trapping mechanisms were not considered, except a very shallow

surface trap density was nominally assumed. Moreover, the acceptor and donor levels of

hydrogen used in the model turned out to be incorrect and do not have a "negative-U"

property.

A large set of parameters may fit a curve well, but that may not be a unique

solution. Simplified models were developed to focus on fewer physical origins of the

diffusion problem. Kalejs et al. proposed a model [146] that involves a constant

immobile bulk trap density to describe hydrogen diffusion in B-doped Si at 150 °C.

Although the surface traps are neglected, the propagation rate of the diffusion front was

obtained and matched with actual data. The surface hydrogen concentration C s was
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assumed to be a constant. The early model proposed by Borenstein et al. [147]

incorporated H2 formation and a bulk trapping mechanism with a constant C s but failed to

describe the shoulder region of moderately doped FZ-Si profile. In order to describe the

exponential depth profiles observed, a multiple trapping of hydrogen at impurity sites,

was modeled by Tchlchinsky et al [148] and various possible configurations were

investigated by Korpas et al [149] by using the ab Milo method. However, applying

multiple trapping to both surface and bulk region could not fit the experimental curves

very well [150].

Throughout the modeling efforts, a high concentration of near-surface layer and

the shoulder region has been observed, where hydrogen concentration far exceeds the

doping level. High-concentration region is believed due to trapping at process-induced

defects. Some data clearly showed that plasma exposure can cause such a layer, and it

extends deeper into the bulk for a longer exposure time. In previous experiments of low-

energy (~ 1.5 KeV) hydrogen implantation under a controlled temperature (-250 °C), it

was observed that the damage layer did propagate into the bulk. The damage layer was

seen from the large amount of trapped hydrogen near the surface. The extracted

diffusivity data indicated a retarded diffusion process: if fitted with a single

complimentary error function, the effective diffusion time is a fraction of the actual

diffusion time for the 2-hour diffusion process. For those hydrogenation processes that

introduce surface damage, it is important to include such an effect in the diffusion model.

As reviewed in chapter 2, in some cases, enhanced hydrogen diffusion can be

observed in PV silicon materials with ion beam hydrogenation techniques. It is likely in
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an ion implantation process that some type of mobile traps may be involved and this

effect also needs to be included in the diffusion model.

Since hydrogenation is a very attractive passivation technique for PV cell

processing, modeling hydrogen diffusion and passivation with the existence of a p-n

junction is an important topic. There is some introduction and qualitative interpretation

in the literature, such as [151], but a direct simulation and/or a method is lacking to give a

more insight to the problem. In this chapter, a "complete" diffusion model will be

developed, which takes into account charge state conversion, combination and

dissociation at dopant and trap sites, mobile traps, and junction field. Numerical

implementation and limiting cases will be discussed. Of course, there is no such model

that is "complete", because in reality unexpected mechanisms may be involved.

3.2 Formulation of the "Complete" Diffusion Model

To consider a diffusion model that has various mechanisms described in the previous

section, some of the fundamental equations reviewed in chapter 2 are used here. The

equations are grouped as:

• Relative density of [H] among the three charge states of hydrogen in silicon, (H + , H° ,

H -): the first order approximation of Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13) yields the relations among

populations of species H H ° , and H - in terms of total atomic hydrogen [H],
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• Rate equations for concentrations of donor-hydrogen complex, [DH- , and acceptor-

hydrogen complex, [Alf — interaction with shallow level dopants.

Rate equations for concentrations of trap-hydrogen complex, [TH], and mobile-trap-

hydrogen complex, [ VH].

Here, two types of traps are included: fixed traps, which may be a function of

time and position but are immobile, and mobile traps, which are mainly induced by

the hydrogenation process:
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• Flux of hydrogen species with different charge states and mobile-trap-hydrogen

Continuity equations for mobile species': total atomic hydrogen,

mobile-trap-hydrogen complex, and mobile traps:

depletion of the species due to diffusion flow into / out of a coordinate point.



There are constraints associated with the above equations, i.e.,

To verify the conservation of continuity equation of total hydrogen concentration, Eqs.

(3.16) and (3.17) are added, and the following relation is obtained:

61

3.2.1. Solving Poisson's Equation with Dual-level "Negative-U" Impurity

Modeling of a general diffusion problem that involves charge and carrier exchange

requires simultaneous solution of several coupled differential equations including Poisson

equation for electric potential, continuity equations for diffusing species, rate equations

for local kinetics. To model a semiconductor device, the Poisson's equation needs to be

solved together with continuity equations for electron and hole currents. As a result of

the coupling, carrier densities are nonlinear functions of the electric potential, which

leads to the nonlinear Poisson equation. If, besides shallow donor/ acceptor dopants,

another impurity is involved, which possesses extra energy levels in the bandgap, the

nonlinear Poisson equation will have more nonlinear terms and become more

complicated. An example is hydrogen. As reviewed in chapter 2, evidence showed that

hydrogen has a donor level about 0.2 eV below the conduction band and an acceptor level
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about 0.1 or 0.2 eV below the donor level. Both the donor and the acceptor levels appear

in the upper half of the bandgap. Above room temperature, several charge states may

coexist. If the concentration of total atomic hydrogen is high, the contribution of

nonlinear terms due to hydrogen charge states cannot be neglected.

The conventional approach to solve nonlinear Poisson's equation that coupled

with continuity equations which involve one shallow donor and one acceptor, is based on

the application of Newton's method. Gummel's algorithm [152] (or its modified version

[153]) is the most commonly used algorithm. This method is based on block-Successive

Over-Relaxation (SOR)-Newton method, which was first suggested by Gummel. It

solves for the electric potential,

(A) (0
n , p ) except the carrier concentrations are re-substituted by terms that are related to

the difference of potentials of next iterative step and current step. Following the

treatment by Mock [154], Gummel's method can be classified as iterating a mapping of

the following type:

alternate choices for r. Gummel's method has been used extensively in device modeling.

For example, Stanford's PISCES-II [155] uses Gummel method and the direct Newton

method. Gummel method has proven to be extraordinarily valuable in practice.

Convergence can be observed in many applications. However, difficulties have been

observed when the generation/recombination rate is high or injection is high, which can

,(k--I) 	 i(k)
, of next iterative step by using the current step 	 ,
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be actual cases in PV materials. A general proof of convergence of the method has not

been established [156]. This difficulty is because the Newton's method has a local

convergence. Mayergoyz [157] published a new iterative method and proved its global

convergence, but the method only consider a general problem of one shallow donor

dopant and one shallow acceptor dopant.

This section will extend Mayergoyz's method to a more general case that can be

applicable to solve hydrogen charge state equilibrium problem. Besides one shallow

donor and one shallow acceptor dopant, an additional impurity is added to the system that

possesses both deep donor and acceptor levels. A new procedure will be developed and

its global convergence will be proved.

As derived in the previous section, the concentrations of hydrogen of charge state,

H± , H° , and 11 are given in Eqs. (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3), in terms of total atomic hydrogen

species, H. By substituting expressions of [IT], [H°], [11], electron and hole densities,

(3.4) and (3.5) into the Poisson's Eq. (3.8), the following expression is obtained:

For an unbiased sample, the boundary condition for 0 can be determined by assuming

charge neutrality at the sample surface, i.e.,

Eqs. (3.23) and (3.24) constitute a boundary value problem that needs to be solved.

A solution of analytical form is obviously not possible. In order to solve Eq.

(3.23) numerically, a finite difference discretization scheme is adopted. In a 2-dimension

case, a set of meshlines are constructed parallel to coordinate axes. Indices i and j are
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used to number the meshlines which intersect x and y axes, respectively. The mesh

points are the intersecting points of the meshlines. Each (i,j) pair indicates such a mesh

point.

Eq. (3.23) can be discretized following a five-point finite difference

approximation to the following form
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The numerical scheme of solving Eq. (3.26) is to split the equation into two parts.

The method consists of two loops of iterations. In order to obtain quantities, F,, (4+/) , for

the next iteration in the outer loop of nonlinear equations,

need to be calculated at each mesh points. Eq. (3.32) can be solved by Newton's method,

which constitute an inner loop with a function defined as

of which the derivative is
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under the circumstance of "negative U property" of an impurity, i.e., Ed> Ea. From Eq.

(3.35), it can be seen that the derivative of function ψ (u) is always positive, which

indicates that function ψ(u) is monotonically increasing. Also because Ed > Ea, the

electric potential has a unique solution. In conclusion, Netwon's method of inner loop

converges for "negative U" impurity, e.g. hydrogen.

3.2.2. Convergence of the Method

To prove the convergence of the outer loop of Eq. (3.32), the following notation is

introduced:

which represents the difference of solution between adjacent iteration steps. By

subtracting the (3.32) of (k+1)th from the same equation of (k)th step, the following

equation can be written:
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Using this set of variables, we can transform the exponential terms in the brackets of

From Eq. (3.40), together with property (3.31) and Eqs. (3.42) and (3.43), the following

estimate can be derived:

According to Eqs. (3.45) and (3.46), the iteration of the outer loop, defined by

Eqs. (3.32) and (3.33), forms a contracting sequence and converges with a geometric rate.
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Since both inner and outer loops show convergence, this method guarantees a global

convergence, and thus, in principle, any initial guess can be used. It may be noted that

the boundary condition used here is charge neutrality at surface in Eq. (3.24). It is

possible to expand the charge neutrality to the bulk and to use such a solution as initial

guess. In this case, Eq. (3.24) is used both at the surface and in the bulk. Expanding the

expression, it results in

where 0') stands for the initial guess of the electric potential. 0 ° is bounded between —

0.56 to 0.56 eV for silicon, and is known to have a unique solution. Several algorithms

can be used to find the root of the nonlinear Eq. (3.47). An excellent algorithm is the

Brent's method, which was developed in 1960s by van Wijngaarden, Dekker, and others,

and later improved by Brent [158]. The reason why the charge neutrality condition can

give a good initial guess can be seen from the scaled Poisson's equation in the following

form [159] :

where A is a very small parameter. As a first order approximation, the left-hand side of

Eq. (3.48) can be neglected and the charge neutrality condition is obtained.

In this section, an iterative method based on finite difference discretization is

discussed for solving nonlinear Poisson's equation that involves "negative U" impurity.

The global convergence was proved. The charge neutrality solution can serve as a good

initial input for the iteration. In next section, fully coupled diffusion problem will be

solved by coupling the Poisson's equation to the continuity equations.
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3.2.3 Solving Hydrogen Diffusion Problem

This section will introduce a numerical algorithm to solve the fully coupled equations

described in Section 3.2. The same finite difference method as in the previous section

will be used to discretize other position-related equations. Concentration distributions of

H, DH, AH, TH, VH, and V constitute a variable set that fully describes the state of the

diffusion system. Let vector

where the function, 0, is an abstract function of all related variables and formulation on

the right hand side of the coupled equations. The notation, (k+), stands for mid-time

step between (k)th and (k+1)th step. This class of method was first proposed by Crank

and Nicolson [160]. An implicit method can greatly improve the stability of the

calculation, because in calculation for each time step, part of the solution for next time

step is taken into account. One may thus use larger and fewer time steps.

A critical parameter here is the finite time step, (St. Consider a simple diffusion

equation with a constant diffusion coefficient D, for a plane sheet of thickness 1,

With convenient variables:

Eq. (3.51) results in the scaled form:
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It is interesting that all the scaled variables are dimensionless. By introducing a ratio,

which is well conditioned in the numerical sense. With some rearrangement, the time

step, 8t, becomes

The detailed flowchart of the algorithm is shown in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1 Flowchart diagram that illustrates the steps of solving fully coupled
differential equations by numerical method.
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At the beginning of the (k+/ )th step calculation, mid-time step, (k+ 1/2), values in

vector 
[H 1k 	 are unknown. They are initially assigned with the results calculated from

(k)th step. The electric potential and field distributions are then calculated by solving

Poisson's equation using the method described in the previous section. Various charge

state hydrogen species and hydrogen-containing complexes are then solved from the

Boltzmann distribution and rate equations. Flows of mobile species are evaluated and

substituted to the generalized time-stepping Eq. (3.51) to solve Fir for the (k+1)th

step. Mid-time, (k+ 1/2), step values are then recalculated by averaging (k)th and (k+1)th

step vectors for another iteration. Once convergence is detected for consecutive

iterations, (k+ 1)th step is completed and the algorithm will proceed to the (k+2)th step .

In practice, at the beginning of the calculation when t is small, many iteration

loops are usually required to achieve self-consistency of the solutions. As diffusion goes

on and profiles of various species' get more evenly distributed, less number of iteration

loops were needed for one time stepping. Since the time-step, dt, is many orders of

magnitude smaller than the total time period, t, the electric potential and field distribution

from one time step can be applied to the following time step as a good initial guess in

solving the Poisson's equation.

3.2.4 1 -D Mesh and 3 -point Asymmetric Numerical Difference

In numerical calculation, the continuous space coordinate system needs to be

approximated by a discrete space represented by a finite series of mesh points confined

within certain boundaries. In solving a diffusion problem, because the concentration

profiles usually consist of exponential components, it is sometimes a waste of
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computation time to use a uniform mesh. Meshes used in many cases consist of non-

uniform grid points. Two data arrays are used to keep track of the positions of individual

grid points, x, and the spacing between adjacent mesh points, h, as illustrated in Figure

3.2.

Figure 3.2 Illustration of structure and notations of a mesh.

Finite difference approximation of derivatives can be derived by comparing the

combination coefficients with the Taylor's expansion coefficients. If the 3-point

expression at mesh point, x i , has the following forms for middle, forward, and backward

difference, respectively, in the first column of the combination coefficients, a, b, c, will

be listed in the second through fourth column in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1 Expressions of 3-point asymmetric middle, forward, and backward difference.
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Second order derivatives can be derived by the similar method and are

approximated by the following 3-point finite difference listed in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2 Expressions of 3-point asymmetric middle, forward, and backward difference.

3.3 Trap-limited Hydrogen Diffusion at Low Temperatures

3.3.1 Review and Introduction

Hydrogen (H) diffusion for impurity and defect passivation has been practically

implemented at low temperatures, in the range of 250 — 400 °C, using plasma method or

low-energy ion beam techniques. In photovoltaic (PV) applications, hydrogenation is

routinely applied to PV cells to passivate the crystalline defects and impurities in the

material. Deep bulk diffusion is desirable for PV compared to post metallization anneal

(PMA) for MOS device fabrication, where only Si-SiO 2 interface passivation is of

interest.

There have been many experimental profiles [60], [94], [140], [142] and diffusion

models [122], [144], [141], [146], [147] published on H diffusion in silicon at low
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temperatures. One of the challenges is to explain the H profiles that deviate from

complementary error (erfc) functions due to the fact that hydrogen (H) spontaneously

forms complex at defect and impurity sites and can get trapped. At present, the most

cited diffusivity data is derived from the high temperature permeation VWW data as

reviewed in Chapter 2. Several diffusion models [141], [144] took into account the

charge state conversion as well as trapping at dopant sites of H and fitted profiles very

well, but they could not justify the fitted parameters against VWW expressions. For

example, surface concentration of mobile atomic H was assumed in Ref. [141] to be 10 18

cm -3 and diffusivity of neutral H species 3.6 x 10 -13 cm 2 s -1 for diffusion in n-type silicon

at 150°C which is about 5 orders of magnitude lower than VWW diffusivity. It is

possible to have low "effective" diffusivity values at low temperatures due to trapping

effect, but it is questionable to use them directly as the intrinsic diffusivities in the

diffusion equations.

As reviewed in Chapter 2, the migration of hydrogen species H BC + , by taking a

pathway of BC 4 BC, has an activation energy of 0.48 eV even at low temperatures as

shown by reorientation kinetics after stress-alignment [84], therefore, it can be assumed

that the high temperature VWW expression is valid down to room temperatures. Indeed,

the extrapolated diffusivities were used as given parameters and different trapping

schemes were attempted in Ref. [146], [147], and [161]. The same approach will be used

in the calculations thereafter.

Isothermal hydrogenation with atomic H at low temperature and short time (e.g.

150°C, < 1h) in heavily doped silicon (e.g. >10 18 boron/cm 3 ) can be viewed as trap-

limited diffusion. Experimental measurement revealed an -t - dependence of the
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penetration depth [60], [162] for hydrogenation time below 30 min, which is coincident

with the complementary error function. Ref. [146] used a constant bulk trap density and

a lower constant surface concentration C s as the boundary condition, i.e., ~10 14 cm -3 , but

detrapping was disregarded in the model. Mathiot [145] proposed a time-independent

empirical Gaussian shape trap profile ([ T tot = x exp[-x2 / L 2 ]) in his model. A good

fit was obtained with [T]o 10 1° cm -3 , L 0.06 µm and a capture radius R, 5 A.

However, for their particular profiles, the influence of the surface trapping was

negligible. Remote plasma or etch-back of damaged surfaces can be used to single out

the diffusion problem. Although that is a useful idea, plasma-induced trap (PIT) present

in practical processes need to be considered. As illustrated under comparable conditions,

experimental data [162] clearly showed that surface high concentration region propagated

into the bulk as a function of time. This suggested a process induced trap generation,

which could not be explained by surface contamination of H since deuterium was used.

A constant bulk trap can generate only partial fitting to the profiles [146]. In some cases,

multiple trapping of H at impurity sites was used to describe the diffusion profiles;

however, it gave plausible fittings in Ref [150].

In next section, a simplified model describing trap-limited diffusion will be

derived. The formulation will include only combination and dissociation of H at trap

sites, and charge state conversion will be excluded. Depth-dependent trap density

distribution is necessary to describe diffusion profiles in plasma-related processes.
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3.3.2 Formulation of Trap-Limited Diffusion

In low temperature hydrogenation, H was believed to interact with impurities and defects

during the diffusion such as dopants, crystalline defects, and metallic impurities. The

interaction forms a variety of complexes [75], [105], [163], many of which are immobile.

Process also induces traps for H. A popular technique is to deposit a SiN/SiO layer using

low-temperature plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) process followed

by a forming gas anneal at 350°C [164] or a short time RTP anneal at 800°C [165].

During a plasma process, surface damage is induced due to a "sheath" layer on a

conductive specimen in plasma ambient [166], across which ions can be accelerated

towards wafer surface. Surface H concentration measured in a plasma-treated sample

sometimes reach ~10 21 cm -3 , which manifests generation of H traps during the process.

Other hydrogenation methods such as ion beam techniques using Kaufman or ECR

source can also introduce surface damage as well as inject mobile point defects into the

bulk. PITS are not undesirable. They may serve as a source of H and may play a critical

role in releasing atomic H in subsequent thermal steps.

During the diffusion at low temperatures, atomic H can get trapped and, given the

temperature is moderate, can be detrapped from H-containing complexes. The

probability of detrapping is strongly temperature-dependant. There are two diffusion-

processes happening: one is the intrinsic diffusion in which H diffuses by "touching"

interstitial sites. The second process can be H hopping from one trapped site to another.

Both mechanisms seem to exist in low temperature diffusion. It is interesting to relate

this trapping process to enhanced solubility of H in Si, because at any time instance, there

can be an amount of quasi-free H atoms existing in the crystal lattice which contribute to
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total diffusing species with a concentration that may exceed the intrinsic solubility. At a

surface that has PITs, the measured H concentrations can be far greater than the intrinsic

solubility, which sometimes is in the order of 10 20 cm -3 . This indicates the existence of a

large amount of traps.

At low temperatures, when the doping level and/or the trap density is high (>10 18

cm -3 ), the diffusion of H in silicon is dominated by the interaction with traps. The charge

state conversion becomes unimportant and the diffusion model can be greatly simplified.

Similar equations have been partially proposed by other authors [146], [161], but a more

complete view will be given in the following sections. The nature and distribution of

PITs is a strong function of hydrogenation process itself and is, in general, time

dependent.

Mathematically, the simplified diffusion equations can be written as:

where G is the generation function of free hydrogen in the bulk, applicable to the

implantation cases. Also, the following constraining conditions have to be satisfied:

where [H] and [T H] are the concentrations of untrapped and trapped H, [H],,, is the total

H concentration, and [not is the total trap density. k' is the dissociation frequency and k

is the association rate. The association rate can be expressed in terms of the effective

capture cross radius, R c , as:
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These equations need to solve under boundary conditions imposed by the hydrogenation

process. The boundary conditions (B.C.) used for the simulation are depicted as follows:

for the plasma processes, and

for the implantation processes. Usually, the sample is thicker than the penetration depth

of H. The following B.C. at x = xc was adopted, where x„ is the cutoff depth.

3.3.3 Numerical Solution — Finite Difference Scheme

Simpler numerical scheme can be applied to trap-limited diffusion model. By

substituting rate Eq. (3.58) into diffusion Eq. (3.57), the following equation is obtained:

where
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Since there is only one coupling between Eqs. (3.66) and (3.68), they may be discretized

in the implicit form and solved by direct method all at once for each time stepping. We

0 2 c
can replace the term 	  by the mean of its finite-difference representation on the jthax 2

and (j+1)th time steps and approximate the Eq. (3.66) by

where coefficients, a: , a, and a i+ correspond to the coefficients, a, b, and c of the

middle difference expression in Table 3.2, multiplied by h 1 . . By adjusting terms, Eq.

(3.69) reduces to

where

By using forward or backward difference, the boundary condition (3.62), (3.63), and

(3.64) can be discretized. Together with Eq. (3.71), they form a complete set of linear
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equations, which can be solved by Gaussian elimination method. After c ('+1) 's are

solved from (3.71), they are substituted into Eq. (3.68) and the	 's are updated.

3.3.4 Simulation and Discussion

In this section, the above model is used in the simulations. Figure 3.3 shows deuterium

profiles (dotted data) of plasma-processed, n-type, FZ silicon wafers of different dopant

concentrations [167]. Deuteration was conducted at 200 °C. The dopant types are

identified in the figure.

If this is an ideal case, the experimental data can be fitted into complementary

error functions. The solid lines in Figure 3.3 show the results of the best fits. The

extracted parameters are conveniently displayed in the figure for each dopant type. They,

in common, indicate a very high surface concentration and a very low diffusivity.

Figure 3.3 Experimental deuterium profiles (dotted lines) of a plasma-deuterated, n-type
Si, at 200 °C, fitted with erfc.



Figure 3.4 Experimental deuterium profiles (dotted lines) of a plasma-deuterated, n-type
Si, at 200 °C, fitted with the current model.

Next, the same set of data is fitted by assuming a uniform bulk trap density. Solid

lines in Figure 3.4 are the best-fit profiles. The corresponding parameters (Re, k', and CS)

for the best-fits are also shown in the figure. By using uniform trap density distributions

between 10 13 — 1014 cm-3, an excellent agreement is seen between theoretical calculations

and the experimental profiles. The fitted surface concentration of untrapped hydrogen,

C, is approximately four orders of magnitude lower than the previous result, while

diffusivity used was extrapolated from high temperature VWW data. This clearly

demonstrates that the presence of bulk traps can greatly reduce the effective diffusivity of

H (or D). A uniform trap density distribution alone, however, cannot generate a fit to the

near-surface profile.
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Figure 3.5 Experimental data of Ref. [162] (dotted lines) and fitted with R, = 10 A, C, =
2.75 x 10 14 cm-3 , T = 200°C, 15 min, B doping = 1.3 x 10 18 cm -3 .

In some hydrogenation processes, the influence of process-induced traps cannot

be neglected, such as the experimental data taken from Ref. [162]. Kalejs et al used

another set of data to examine the influence of bulk traps [146], which is dopant level

dependent. Here, the time dependent set is used. Figure 3.5 shows the experimental

deuterium profiles of a B-doped (1.3 x 10 18 cm-3) sample for plasma-processed at 200°C

for three different times (5, 10, and 15 minutes). In this simulation, the trap density

profile consists of a surface component and a constant bulk component. For the plasma

hydrogenation, the process-induced trap distribution is expected to be exponential with a

time-independent surface concentration. The total trap distribution can be expressed as:

x
[T,,,]= Toe a+bt + Tb ,	 (3.72)
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where the first time-dependent term is due to process damage and Tb is a constant bulk

trap level, The best fits are obtained with To = 10 21 cm -3, = 0.1 vim, h = 0.108 m, and

Tb Tb=1.3 x 10^18cm-3 c -3 . The results are shown in Figure 3.5, where the solid lines are the

fitted data. The best-fits are obtained by assuming the dissociation frequency, k' = 0.2. It

should be noted that same parameters give excellent fit for experimental profiles for

different time lengths.

In the next example, the SIMS profiles of low-energy implanted samples will be

considered. Figure 3.6 shows a measured deuterium profile (thick, dotted line) of a FZ

sample, implanted at 250°C at approximately 1.5 KeV, for 30 min. The data may be

trial-fitted with various values of the flux density and a distribution function of:
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Figure 3.6 Experimental and calculated profiles: deuterium was implanted at 1.5 KeV, at
250°C for 30 min. Parameters used were Nt_b = 1.2 x 10 17 cm-3 , k th' = 0.1 s -1 .

These calculations are performed for different values of deuterium flux — ranging

from 1.1 x 10 12 to 1.1 x 10 15 cm-2/s. It is interesting to note that the near-surface

distribution of D does not change with flux (as expected). However, there is a strong

dependence of bulk distribution on the flux density, and it is difficult to fit the entire

profile under the assumption of immobile traps.

In these three sections, a trap-limited hydrogen diffusion model is derived as a

limiting version of the "complete" diffusion model. This model includes simultaneous

trapping and detrapping mechanisms at both bulk and process-induced traps. Simulations

yield excellent fits to the experimental profiles. In most cases, it is sufficient to assume

immobile traps. Situations, however, are encountered where it is necessary to include

mobile traps.
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3.4 Mobile Traps in Hydrogen Diffusion

As mentioned in the previous section, immobile trap alone is not sufficient to explain the

diffusion profiles and material dependent apparent diffusivities observed in ion beam

hydrogenation experiments for PV silicon materials. This section will introduce a more

complex model that takes into account the generation, diffusion of mobile traps and their

interaction with free moving hydrogen species. Indeed, one candidate of such mobile

traps is vacancy, as reviewed in the last section of Chapter 2. Point defect complex such

as H-vacancies may also be mobile [40], [133] and may contribute to the H transport.

3.4.1 Formulation of the Limiting Case

Hydrogenation by ion beam techniques is usually performed at relatively low

temperatures, i.e., 100 — 300°C, and the samples in research usually have bulk dopant /

trap level of >10 17 cm -3 . As a result, the diffusion is in a regime controlled by traps.

Charge states conversion does not seem important in such cases and can be neglected in

the model.

There are possibly three types of diffuser here, free hydrogen species, H,

mobile-trap-hydrogen complexes, VH, and mobile traps, V. The governing equations are
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3.4.2 Experimental Observations

The experimental data of special interest are the diffusion profiles of deuterium

previously obtained by using ion beam techniques, which were reviewed in Section

2.7.3.1. The vacancy and vacancy-related mechanism were proposed to explain the

difference in profiles, and the vacancy concentration was thought to be higher at material

grown with a high pulling rate. Lower oxygen level and/or higher carbon level may favor

the vacancy formation.

In order to determine if vacancy really plays a role in the process, positron

annihilation spectroscopy (PAS) analysis was performed on hydrogen implanted samples.

The samples were prepared on EFG ribbon material. Deuterium implantation was

conducted on Varian 350D, with ion beam with energy of 40 KeV and dose of 10 1 ' cm -2 .

The samples were kept at room temperature during the deuteration. The projected range

of the implantation is about 500-nm deep in the bulk. The preliminary PAS data are
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shown in Figure 3.7, where the positron beam was tuned to different implantation energy

and gave a depth resolution. The qualitative open volume density was estimated from the

S parameter. The lowest curve is the single crystal defect free silicon reference. The

middle two curves are ribbon sample reference, which showed a similar shape as the FZ

sample with a slight higher open volume density. For H-implanted ribbon sample, the

vacancy-type defect has a high concentration and formed a peak about 250-nm deep.

In conclusion, PAS data does show vacancy level is higher in EFG ribbon

samples than in the reference FZ samples. It is clear that deuterium implantation is

inducing vacancy and vacancy clusters in the sample. However, the peak position of

vacancy-related open volume density is shallower than the peak position of implanted

deuterium profile.

Figure 3.7 PAS depth profiles on Si-ribbon at two locations on the sample, a H-
implanted Si ribbon and for comparison FZ grown defect free silicon with a native oxide
on the surface.
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3.4.3 Discussion

It would be instructive if profiles in Fig. 2.6 can be fitted, however, there are too many

unknown parameters, such as diffusivity of mobile trap and mobile-trap-hydrogen

complex. Furthermore, the nature of the mobile and its generation during the

implantation process are not clear. Nevertheless, from several test runs, it is certain that

the free hydrogen species level is lower than 10 16 cm -3 by using ion flow at sample

surface, J., = 1.75 x 10 12 cm -2 s -1 , derived from the ion current and the processing time.

The atomic hydrogen at 250°C is very mobile, with a diffusivity about 2.3 x 10 -7 cm 2 s -1 .

During the time period of 30 min, atomic hydrogen moves fast enough to migrate and tie

up with any "forgotten" traps within 1-micron from the surface. The seemingly diffusion

profile of "hydrogen" may actually be the diffusion profile of traps that are decorated by

hydrogen.

From the observation, the total trap concentration can be described by the

following expression:

Where el) is the total trap injection dose. r T and rV are the fraction of total dose for

generating immobile traps and mobile traps, respectively. Rp is the projected range of the

implantation peak, and AR/, is its standard deviation or projected straggle. The first term

is to describe a fixed trap. The second term borrowed the expression that is normally

used to describe the redistribution of an implanted Gaussian shape profile, where D is the

diffusivity of the mobile implanted species. This term could be related to the mobile

traps involved in enhanced hydrogen diffusion. [T1,] is the background bulk trap density.
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By fitting the main portion of the curves, the best fitted dose of total trap

generation, 0, and diffusivity of mobile traps, D 1 ,, are summarized in Table 3.3. All the

curves share the same Rp and ΔRp, i.e., Rp = 0.0367 !Am, and ΔRp = 0.0282

Surprisingly, from the curve fitting, the dose fraction of fixed and mobile traps, r,- andrV,

 were the same for all curves, i.e., rT = 0.69 and r,„ = 0.31. This indicates something

is in common in trap generation process regardless of material type.

Table 3.3 Dose of total trap injection and diffusivity of mobile traps.



Figure 3.8 Hydrogen diffusion profiles fitted with fixed + mobile trap distribution.
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It is not clear why the diffusivities fitted for mobile traps are small and are

different for different materials. Perhaps there is an unknown type of interaction between

the mobile traps, V, and "traps" for mobile traps, X, in the background. The trapping and

detrapping behavior is in the sense of immobilizing and re-mobilizing the V's. The

trapping coefficient is kXV and detrapping rate is k' xv for the reaction:

If there is a large concentration of X and equilibrium among V, X, and XV is reached,

there will be a relation:

From Eq. (3.85), it may be postulated that LCR material may have less such

immobilization mechanism for mobile traps than CZ material, meaning a smaller [X], kXV,

and/or a larger k 'XV.
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3.5 Hydrogen Diffusion in p-n Junction

The building blocks of solar cell structures are p-n junctions. By attaching metal

electrodes grids on both sides of a junction, a one-junction solar cell is formed. Modern

solar cells employ a host of enhancement features for excessive carrier generation and

retention. Multiple-junction cells take advantage of absorption and light generation at

multiple spectrum ranges in order to increase the open circuit voltage and energy

conversion efficiency. As mentioned in Chapter 1, gettering and hydrogen passivation

are two important approaches to reduce the bulk recombination. For example,

hydrogenation during PECVD nitride deposition was shown [37] to increase the lifetime

on this by 20% and Cai et al. [39] illustrated that indeed hydrogen was responsible for the

passivation in such process. In contrast with MOS devices that require interface

passivation only, the hydrogenation in solar cells requires passivation within the entire

thickness of the device and the surface. Such a process leads to a reduction in the dark

current and an increase in the photocurrent and internal spectral response, especially at

long wavelength region, which corresponds to an improved bulk minority recombination

lifetime. Hydrogenation has become a very important process step. Various

hydrogenation processes are being used in nearly all-commercial Si solar cells fabrication

lines, but knowledge is lacking regarding how hydrogen diffuses in a junction.

Some experimental data is available but majority of the parameter space is not yet

explored. The penetration of hydrogen from a plasma source into a substrate of p-type

silicon is greatly reduced if the substrate is covered by a thin layer of strongly n - type

material [168]. Given a high concentration of donors at n + side of the material, it may be

qualitatively explained that the initial diffusion is limited by trapping of hydrogen at
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dopant sites at n+-type side. Thus the penetration of hydrogen into p-type side becomes

prominent only when most traps at n +-type side are filled by free moving hydrogen.

Subsequent studies have shown that hydrogen diffusion across p-n junction depends on

many parameters — temperature, doping profile, processing time, etc. A quantitative

analysis is difficult and tedious due to the uncertainty of various parameters and the fact

that the population of charged hydrogen species needs to be solved together with self-

regulated junction field and traps if any. This section will briefly show some typical

diffusion profiles at junctions and then discuss some important parameters.

Subsequently, a simulation of diffusion at junction will be given by using the method and

algorithm described early in this chapter.

Figure 3.9 shows profiles [169] of total deuterium concentration after deuteration

of samples prepared by implanting a high concentration of phosphorus into moderately

doped p-type silicon substrate, with a subsequent high-temperature anneal to remove

implantation damage. Deuteration was from downstream gases from a plasma discharge.

The different curves correspond to different times of deuteration at 150 °C. Figure 3.10

shows hydrogen diffusion for 2 hours across n-atop-p junctions at 300 °C. The substrates

were heavily doped and then epitaxial layers with different doping concentration were

grown.
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Figure 3.9 SIMS profile of total deuterium density across p-n junctions formed by
implanting phosphorus into a (100) silicon wafer uniformly doped with 10 17 boron per
cm - for various times of deuteration at 150 °C. Deuteration was from downstream gases
from a plasma discharge.
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Figure 3.10 SIMS profile of total deuterium density in three composite samples
subjected to 2-hour deuteration in the downstream product from a hydrogen plasma
discharge at 300 °C. All samples had a substrate containing 8 x l0 /8 B/cm 3 , which was
covered with epitaxial layers containing 8 x 1 0 18 , 3 x 10 18 , 5 x 10 17 As/cm3 , respectively,
to form n-p junctions.
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Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10 show the features of 150°C diffusion and 300°C

diffusion respectively. From Figure 3.9, it is obvious that the diffusion of hydrogen in

the n+-p junction region is very slow, mostly due to the addition of heavily doped n -H

region. At this temperature, the recombination rate of positively-charged donors and

negative-charged hydrogen species is large due to heavy doping. As obtained from

solving Poisson's equation of the doping profiles, the depletion region of an unprocessed

junction is located between 0.44 and 0.70-µm, with a maximum field peak located at

0.54-µm. From the total hydrogen concentration profile, there seems to have a consistent

accumulation of hydrogen at about 0.90-µm. If the built-in field is inducing the drift of

charged species and causing this accumulation, the depletion region edge corresponding

to processed junction is located roughly between 0.80.to 1.00-m. It appears that the

trapping of hydrogen at the junction widens the depletion region and shifts its edge into

the bulk.

In the previous discussion of trap-limited diffusion, the surface concentration of

atomic hydrogen was fitted with ~ 2.75 x 10 14 cm -3 . It is necessary to verify the order of

magnitude of this value and see if it is a typical boundary condition for other plasma

processes. In Figure 3.10, 300°C hydrogenation for 2 hours seems to reach a point of

steady state. The total concentration of hydrogen in p-substrate beyond 1.0-µm is flat.

Since doping concentration of the substrate is also high, i.e., 8 x 10 l8 B/cm 3 , there should

be an equilibrium of combination and thermal dissociation among charged hydrogen

species, available acceptor sites, and acceptor-hydrogen complexes. The detailed-balance

equation can be written as follows:
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Total boron concentration was known, and the level of flat region in the bulk corresponds

to the concentration of boron-hydrogen complex pairs. We can substitute into equation

(3.87) the Coulombic capture radius at 300°C, ~ 25 A, and dissociation rate, k'BH, ~ 1.56

x 10 18 s -1 , which is derived from the Arrhenius relation of B-H complex previously

reviewed in Chapter 2. The concentration levels of atomic hydrogen in the flat region

were calculated to be 5.2 x 1014, 2.9x 10 14 , and 0.8 x 10 14 cm -3 , for the junctions covered

with epitaxial layers of doping concentration 8 x 10 18 , 3 x 10 18 , and 5 x 10 17 cm -3 ,

respectively. The order of magnitude of those values matches the surface atomic

hydrogen concentration, Cs , extracted from curve fitting in the previous sections.

Next, a simulation at n' -p and p +-n junction with a similar doping profile as in

Figure 3.9 is discussed. Traps other than dopants are excluded so that the simulation

addresses the main issues. The full code was run on the Sun Ultra80 workstation at

NREL, which supports 4 UltraSPARC-II microprocessors working at 450 MHz with

4MB cache memory each. Due to the computation resource available, the simulation was

done for an early stage of the diffusion. However, some important features were

observed.

Figure 3.11 shows the simulation result of hydrogen diffusion at n i-p junction for

the time duration of 0.04-s. The doping profiles are combined in the figure and hydrogen

species of different charge states and complexes are illustrated with distinctive colors.
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Figure 3.12, Figure 3.13, and Figure 3.14 show the diffusion at n+-p junction for 0.4-s, at

p+-n junction for 0.04-s, and at junction for 0.4-s, respectively. Initially, a constant

level (2.9 x 10 14 cm -3 ) of atomic hydrogen is assumed for surface as well as for bulk As

the diffusion proceeds, the diffusion and redistribution of various species were seen.

Shortly after the process is initiated, P-H and B-H complexes started to form at

both n and p side. However, B-H pair formation at n-type or n +-type region is negligible

because most hydrogen atoms there are of negative charge. They are repulsive to the

negative charged boron cores. The dominant atomic hydrogen species at n or n region

of a junction is negatively charged, whereas p - or p+ region is dominated by position

charged ions. In the depletion region, the built-in electric field, ~ 10 4 V/cm, causes the

accumulation of IT (H +) ion at the n -F (p+) region of an n+-p (p+-n) junction, which can

retard the diffusion. Neutral atomic hydrogen has a low concentration at either side of

the junction compared to charged hydrogen ions. The concentrations of both B-H and P-

H are maintaining a very high level compared to atomic hydrogen species, and the

diffusion is in the trap-limited diffusion regime due to sizable level of doping in both

sides of the junction.

It is usually assumed that dopant-hydrogen complex formation is negligible above

200°C and the field structure of a junction does not change much. From the above

simulation, however, it was observed that the electric field actually changes from the

surface. It is perceivable that this change will extend to the bulk as the diffusion time

goes longer, This change will modify the electrical potential throughout the junction,

which in turn will be affecting the diffusion process itself.
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Figure 3.12 Simulation of H diffusion in an n+-p junction with the parameters: T =
300°C, (Ed - Ei) = 0.36 eV, (Ei - Ea) = - 0.20 eV, Do = 5.82 x 10 -7 , D+ = 5.82 x 10 -7, =
2.91 x 10 -7 , cm2 s-1 , kDH' = 3.54 x 10 3 s -1 , kAH' = 1.56 x 10 3 s -1 , t = 0.4 s. Dotted curves
are the dopant profiles.
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Figure 3.13 Simulation of H diffusion in a p+-n junction with the parameters: T = 300°C,
(Ed - Ei) = 0.36 eV, (Ei - E a) = - 0.20 eV, Do = 5.82 x 10 -7 , D+ = 5.82 x 10 -7 , D_ = 2.91 x
10-7 , cm2 s -1 , kDH' = 3.54 x 10 3 s -1 , kAH' = 1.56 x 103 s-1, t = 0.04 s. Dotted curves are the
dopant profiles.
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Figure 3.14 Simulation of H diffusion in a p+-n junction with the parameters: T = 300°C,
(Ed - Ei) = 0.36 eV, (E1- E a) = - 0.20 eV, Do = 5.82 x 10 -7 , D+ = 5.82 x 10 -7 , D_ = 2.91 x
10-7 , cm2s-1, kDH' = 3.54 x 10 3 s -1 , kAH' = 1.56 x 10 3 s -1 , t = 0.4 s. Dotted curves are the
dopant profiles.



CHAPTER 4

UNDERSTANDING HYDROGENATION PROCESSES

4.1 Forming Gas Anneal Passivation

Hydrogen passivation by forming gas anneal (FGA) was briefly introduced in Section

2.2.5. In this section, some previous observations will be interpreted by using the

modeling results discussed in Chapter 3.

This group did extensive studies in the past [170] and showed that surface damage

is strongly correlated with the dissociation H2. Figure 4.1 shows how the degree of

surface damage can influence the hydrogen diffusion profile after FGA treatment. The

material used was as-grown laser recrystallized ribbon (LRC) samples damaged with grit

sizes of 0.2, 0.1, 0.05, and 0.01 µm respectively. After the respective mechanical grit

polish was applied for 20 minutes, the samples were treated with D2 FGA at 400°C for 1-

hour.

Figure 4.1 SIMS deuterium profiles of an LRC ribbon treated with a forming gas anneal.
Surface damage was created by a grit size of 0.2, 0.1, 0.05, and 0.01 p.m, respectively.
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Obviously, hydrogen diffuses deeper in the samples with damage produced by

larger size grits. Damage-induced stress at surface was characterized by both XTEM and

}(RD analysis. Local contrast at damage sites was observed in XTEM picture.

To investigate the effect of surface damage caused by heavy doping on the

hydrogen diffusion, several n+-p junctions prepared by ASE Americas were applied with

D2 FGA at 400°C for 1 hour and then analyzed with SIMS spectroscopy [170]. The

SMIS D profiles are shown in Figure 4.2. D was seen confined at the surface without

diffusing into the bulk. Similar surface damage-induced stress, however, was detected by

XRD analysis at n' side of the n+-p junctions.

Figure 4.2 SIMS H/D profiles of an n+-p junction treated in FGA at 400°C for 1 hour.

This led to the study of an n -p junction sample from ASE Americas with a 0.03

jam it polish applied to the n+-side with a cotton swab followed by FGA at 400°C for 1
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hour. A minimal amount of grit and pressure were applied for 3 minutes, because the n +

layer is only 0.3 — 0.4 vim in depth. Interestingly, SIMS D profiles showed a deep D

diffusion in a damaged junction (Figure 4.3). No diffusion was observed on the

unpolished junction sample.

Figure 4.3 ASE Americas substrate of p/n junction with 0.03-m grit followed by a D2

FGA at 400°C for 1 hour.

A model was proposed to explain the hydrogen diffusion in FGA by H2

dissociation and the participation of mobile products, H + and {H-V} [170]. No attempt,

however, was made to explain why H is not observed in as-made n + -p junction in FGA

process. It should be pointed out that passivation may be observed in solar cells after

FGA treatment [171] even though H was not detected by SIMS due to its limitations.
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Following the discussion in Section 3.5, hydrogen diffusion in p-n junction at low

temperatures, e.g., 300 ~ 400°C on a heavily doped n + region is actually trap-limited.

Even though atomic hydrogen can be generated at surface by H2 reduction reaction with

vacancies, its concentration, C, can be one or two orders of magnitude lower than that of

plasma process. Furthermore, at n' region, the dominant atomic hydrogen species is H - ,

which has a smaller mobility than that of H - species due to its larger ion radius. As a

result, the hydrogen diffusion from FGA ambient in n+-p junction is very limited. The

same argument can be applied to the case of the surface of n + -p which was polished for 3

minutes. Since the region is very thin, i.e., only 0.3 — 0.4 µm in depth, polishing the

sample surface may actually remove a portion of n + layer. Therefore, thickness of n +

layer and the total amount of surface traps were reduced. Atomic hydrogen species was

then able to contribute more to the diffusion in the base region.

The disadvantage of FGA for solar cell passivation is that the amount of atomic

hydrogen is small compared to the plasma or ion beam method. FGA relies on the

availability of vacancy-type point defects at the surface to dissociate H2 into atomic

hydrogen. As point defects convert to hydrogen-containing complexes, they need to be

"regenerated" at the damaged surface. Low process temperature in FGA method favors

complex formation and thus limits the in-diffusion of hydrogen species. A typical

minority carrier diffusion length is about 50 µm in base region, so hydrogen diffusion as

deep as 50.11m is needed to prominently improve the cell efficiency.
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4.2 Ion Beam Passivation by Kaufman Source

Compared to forming gas anneal passivation, ion beam sources readily provide a large

amount of free hydrogen atoms at the sample surface. Kaufman ion source beam has

been practically used to in solar cell passivation studies. Hydrogen from Kaufman ion

source was reported to passivate both shallow impurities [172] and deep level defects

[55]. The effect of hydrogen in those reports was monitored by spreading resistance and

capacitance techniques. Improvement of photoresponse of Si-based solar cells was

measured using electron-beam-induced-current (EBIC) techniques [54], which further

demonstrated the passivation of recombination-active deep levels. Some of those studies

have included silicon material grown by web, ribbon, and EFG techniques, which are

now routinely used in solar cell industry. A typical process is done with about 1 — 1.5

KeV ion beam and the sample is usually heated at 200 — 300°C [173]. Modeling results

in Chapter 3 showed that this technique could achieve deep hydrogen diffusion and also

that mobile traps may be involved. However, the diffusivity values extracted from the

diffusion profiles disagreed with the assumption that mobile traps were simply vacancies.

Although they are vacancy-related, as shown by PAS analysis, their nature is not clear.

With the sample being heated at 200 — 300°C, hydrogen-induced defects were

observed at near surface region after hydrogenation by Kaufman ion source. Those

defects include hydrogen platelet, hydrogen segregation and even bubbles. The growth

of hydrogen platelets is in connection with temperature-related nucleation. It was shown

that in n-type FZ Si (100) sample, platelets grow markedly faster at high temperatures if a

low temperature (150°C) step is added before the high temperature anneal [174]. PV

silicon materials usually contain a large amount of crystalline defects and impurities,
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which serve well as nucleation centers. Cross-sectional TEM (XTEM) analysis was

performed on the surface of Si specimens processed by a 1.5-KeV implant at 250°C,

where such defects were present [175]. Figure 4.5 (a) and (b) are XTEM pictures which

show the segregation of hydrogen at dislocation loop and along grain boundary. It can be

seen that hydrogen-decorated grain boundary shows less defects as it goes deeper into the

bulk. It is likely that bulk diffusion is as fast as the diffusion along grain boundaries;

otherwise, the defect formation could have retarded the diffusion path along the grain

boundaries and formed an abrupt pattern in the XTEM image.

Figure 4.4 XTEM photos of hydrogenated Si samples, showing segregation of H at the
dislocations (a) and along a grain boundary (b).
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Figure 4.5 XTEM photo showing defects generated near the surface by a 1.5 KeV H-
implantation.

When large dose of hydrogen is implanted in a heated sample, segregation can

lead to formation of "bubbles" and platelets. Figure 4.5 shows the formation of hydrogen

bubbles near the surface. Platelets are disc-like micro-defects that lie along { 111 } planes

and are elongated along [110] directions. XTEM pictures of platelets are shown in

Figure 4.6. Figure 4.6 (a) shows a series of platelets, identified by arrows, generated at

the surface of a hydrogenated Si sample. Figure 4.6 (b) is a higher-magnification picture

showing one tilted platelet. It is seen that such a defect has a core-like structure. The

core of the platelet is believed to consist of vacancy clusters that may have trapped

molecular hydrogen [123], [176].
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Figure 4.6 XTEM photos showing (a) series of platelets in edge-on position and (b) tilted
configuration.

Hydrogen segregation at defect sites and the formation of hydrogen-induced

extended defects greatly affect the diffusion profile near the sample surface. A large

amount of hydrogen can be involved at such defect sites, and the total concentration of

hydrogen observed by SIMS can be as high as 102° cm-3. The defects formed by

hydrogen segregation can be detrimental to the devices [177].

To circumvent the difficulty of front side hydrogenation by Kaufman source, a

compromise was proposed [173], [178] to process a solar cell from the backside before

the back contact formation. After the aluminum layer is deposited at the backside, an

RTP-type of process elevate the sample temperature to 300 -- 400°C, hoping the vacancy

injection, if any, could help enhance the diffusion by forming hydrogen-containing
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species of vacancy-hydrogen pairs. Figure 4.7 illustrates the various steps of the

backside hydrogenation scheme using Kaufman ion source.

Figure 4.7 Steps used in backside hydrogenation by using Kaufman ion source and RTP.

Backside hydrogenation did show some success. A reduction in dark current was

observed, which proved that some amount of hydrogen had reached at least to a distance

of minority carrier diffusion length away from the junction depletion edge. The idea of

diffusing hydrogen from the backside is a great step forward, but the current procedure is

still hoping that low-temperature mechanisms such as vacancy-hydrogen complex

formation would give a hand to the diffusion. Since the aluminum layer is used, the Al-

Si eutectic temperature (577°C) restricts the maximum value of subsequent processing

temperatures. In fact, even as processing temperature approaches 400°C, (not a high

temperature yet), Al spikes into silicon, and, hence a stringent process control is needed.
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4.3 PECVD - RTP passivation

Until recently, hydrogenation of solar cells was done as a separate solar cell fabrication

step using either low-energy ion implantation or hydrogen plasma. Plasma-enhanced

chemical vapour deposition (PECVD) silicon nitride (SiN) has emerged as a promising

passivation technique as a hydrogen-rich Si3N4 antireflection coating (ARC) layer is

deposited. Different vendor optimizes their hydrogenation process empirically.

Interestingly, it was found that if different PECVD processes were optimized, they end

up with a very close improvement on a given quality of material [179]. So far,

understanding of the mechanisms is lacking.

It has been generally assumed that atomic hydrogen is released in subsequent

RTP-type thermal cycle and diffuses into the silicon bulk. This explanation does not

consider H diffusion into Si during the nitridation itself and cannot tell how various

process parameters interact with each other. In this section, through quantitative

modeling, it is revealed for the first time how hydrogen is introduced in PECVD step and

how it diffuses in the subsequent RTP step.

It is a common experience that process temperature and time, required for

optimizing H passivation, is much higher than expected on the basis of diffusivity of H in

Si. It is now known that this behavior is a direct result of H trapping by dopants, crystal

defects, dangling bonds, point defects, and process-induced traps (PITS). PECVD

process enjoys the advantages of fast deposition rate. It uses a rf-induced glow discharge

to transfer energy into the reactant gas, allowing the substrate to remain at a lower

temperature than in APCVD or LPCVD process. Typical reactants used for depositing

Si 3N4 are Si-bearing gas like, silane (SiH4) or trichlorosilane, and ammonia (NH 3 ) or
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nitrogen (N 2 ). The deposition is typically done at about 300°-400°C for about 10

minutes. The deposited films, in general, are not stoichiometric because the deposition

reactions are quite diverse and complicated. PECVD Si3N4 films usually contain an

appreciable amount of hydrogen in the form of chemical bonds, Si-H and N-H. Although

this film is rich in hydrogen, the amount of hydrogen trapped at sample surface is usually

overlooked. After the deposition, the cell is treated in an RTP-like process, typically for

a few seconds at ~800°C, which can be part of the contact formation step.

In a PECVD process, the sample surface is exposed to the direct rf-plasma and

subjected to energetic ion bombardment. Extensive damage to the sample surface is

inevitable. A large amount of process-induced traps (PIT) can be generated near the

surface during the process, which trap many of the hydrogen species. Thus, in a low-

temperature plasma process, traps serve as "storage" sites for H. The complexes formed

are stable at low temperatures. However, at higher temperatures, trap-hydrogen

complexes will dissociate, releasing H that can diffuse rapidly in the Si lattice. This

concept can be used to explain the diffusion of H accompanying nitridation and RTP

anneal. In the following specific case, a PECVD Si3N4 film about 900 A thick deposited

in 6 minutes is considered. This deposition step introduces a high concentration of

hydrogen near the surface which, when processed in a subsequent higher-temperature

(-800 °C) RTP anneal, releases free atomic hydrogen and passivate the bulk.

In the low temperature PECVD step, PITs are assumed to be confined near the

surface. A typical total trap density may be described by the following expression:
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where the first time-dependent term is due to process damage and Tb is a constant bulk

trap level. The fitted parameters from Section 3.3.4 may be borrowed here to describe

the trap-limited diffusion in the low-temperature PECVD step. The parameters to be

used are To = 10 21 cm -3 , a = 0.1 b = 0.108 p.m, and = 1.3 x 10 18 cm -3 . Surface

concentration of hydrogen supplied from rf-plasma is assumed as 2.75 x 10 14 cm -3 .

Charge state conversion is neglected, because the diffusion is trap-limited due to a high

level of Tb,.

The second step of the simulation is to perform short-time high temperature

diffusion. The dissociation frequency of the trap-hydrogen at 800°C was assumed 2

orders of magnitude higher than at 300°C. The "stored' H is then dissociated from the

traps and diffuse into the bulk. The boundaries at surface and at a cutoff depth in the

bulk are considered impermeable. Although most of the hydrogen atoms are freed from

surface traps, the bulk trap density has a larger influence on the final passivation depth.

Figure 4.8 illustrates the evolution of the total H profile in a PECVD step

performed at 300°C for a duration of 6 minutes. The wafer is assumed to have a bulk

trap density of 10 17 cm-3 . The figure shows two distinctive portions of a profile: high-

density surface area and bulk diffusion area. The inset in Figure 4.8 magnifies the

surface portion, where the total H concentration decreases from surface concentration of

above 10 20 cm -3 to the bulk level of 10 17 cm -3 at 0.1 !AM from the surface. Obviously, the

surface diffusion is controlled by PITs. The thickness of it is small, just a few fraction of

a micron, but it traps about ~90% of the total hydrogen incorporated. The rest 10% of the

hydrogen diffuses into the bulk up to a depth of 11 m with a concentration equal to that

of the bulk trap density.
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The diffusion profiles during the second step of the process are shown in Figure

4.9. Those profiles are a series of diffusion snapshots at different time instants up to 10-

s. It clearly shows three steps are involved:

1. Shortly after annealing step is initiated, from time 0 —10 -3 s, surface portion of trapped

hydrogen gets released and diffuses towards the diffusion front set in the first step.

There is no change in the bulk profile or diffusion front.

2. From time 10 -3 — 1 s, the major bulk diffusion is observed. The diffusion front moves

from 11-µm to about 35-µm.

3. The last step is from 1 — 10 s, it can be seen that the diffusion front is merely shifted

about 5 µm. The dominant mechanism is trapping and detrapping in the vicinity of

diffusion front. It is perceivable that as the process goes longer, there will be a much

slower movement of the diffusion front compared to step 2. Figure 4.10 shows that

the concentration of atomic hydrogen supply is dropping quickly in the diffuse region

and that it only increases near the diffusion front but the level is about 2 orders of

magnitude lower than G.

Another set of simulation was run for a similar case except the bulk level is lower,

i.e., 10 16 cm -3 . Figure 4.12 shows the PECVD step, where the diffusion front is at 35-1.1m,

which is deeper than the previous case. The anneal simulation in Figure 4.13 shows a

similar diffusion step except the third step is not seen. The reason is that the

concentration of atomic hydro gen is decreasing but is always above the bulk trap level up

to 10 s, until the whole 100-m material is flooded with atomic hydrogen at a level

slightly above the bulk trap level. As a result, the passivation depth is more than 100-µm

deep in this specific case.
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Some conclusions can be drawn from the above simulation:

• The PECVD step serves as a predeposition step of H. The majority of the hydrogen

atoms are trapped and "stored" near the surface. Bulk diffusion was seen but the

diffusion depth is strongly controlled by the PIT density profile.

• In the anneal step, H is released from the surface and may be simply redistributed into

the bulk region. H may be also released from the chemical bonds in Si 3 N4 film, but it

is a less important process compared to the strong release of hydrogen from the

surface, which is able to maintain a high level of hydrogen supply during the bulk

diffusion in the second step.

• The diffusion depth of H upon annealing is strongly controlled by the bulk trap

density. If the bulk trap level is high, the passivation depth will be mostly controlled

by the amount of hydrogen that was trapped during the PECVD step. Increasing time

duration of the RTP step does not appreciably change the profile formed within a

couple of seconds at the beginning of the process.

• If the bulk trap level is low, e.g., 10 16 cm -3 , H diffuses deeply into the substrate and

penetrates through the entire wafer. This is in agreement with experimental

observations [179_- . Still, the level of atomic hydrogen in the RTP step is controlled

by the total amount of hydrogen trapped in the PECVD step.

• For samples with high trap levels, once the diffusion front is stalled, increasing anneal

time will not make much difference in passivation depth. However, for samples with

moderate trap levels, a certain amount of time is required for released hydrogen to

diffuse deep.
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• It may be interesting to point that in the RTP step, high temperature such as 800°C in

many cases may actually anneal out the plasma-induced defects, making H available

for passivation as well as decreasing the detrimental effect from the PECVD plasma

process.

As mentioned earlier, besides the passivation effect, PECVD Si 3N4 films may

serve as an ARC layer, replacing the conventional double layer AR (DLAR) coating that

consists of MgF 2 layer (1060 — 1100 A) on top of ZnS layer (500 — 560 A), [59], [180],

[181]. Interestingly, it was shown that by varying the ratio of SiH4/NH3 and the flow rate

of SiH4 , and/or with the addition of H2 in the plasma, the refractive index (n) of the film

can range from 1.87 to 2.93 [182], [183]. This implies that, by manipulating the process

condition, a DLAR layer or even a varying-n layer may be produced. Caution must be

used, however, to take into account the change in extinction coefficient (k) of the film

[184].

At present, ASE Americas uses front-side PECVD passivation and finds it gives a

satisfactory result for EFG Si material. Improved IQE was seen at long wavelength

region in Figure 1.6, which indicated the passivation effect in base region. It should be

admitted that PECVD is not a low-cost process. Nevertheless, if the substrate contains

too many defects and if double-sided deposition is permitted, an additional PECVD Si3N4

layer at backside needs to be considered. This layer not only provides a source of atomic

hydrogen but also serves as a capping layer which blocks the hydrogen outdiffusion.

Another advantage is that inserting a low-n Si3N4 layer between base and back contact

constitutes an enhanced reflector structure that can improve the light absorption in the

active region. Figure 4.14 illustrates the coherent and non-coherent components of
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reflectance at Si/Buffer interface calculated as a function of wavelength corresponding to

buffer layers of different n's. It can be seen that, fora given thickness of the buffer layer,

a lower n leads to a higher back reflectance. For comparison purpose, an extensive study

can be found in Ref. [185] for coating materials MgF2 and ZnO using PV Optics.



Figure 4.8 Total H concentration in predeposition at 300°C, Nb =

10 17 cm3, C s = 2.75 x 10 14 cm-3 , Rc = 10 A, k' = 0.2 s -1 , t = 6 min.
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Figure 4.9 Total H concentration in 800°C anneal after 300°C
predeposition, Nb = 10 17 CM-3 , Js = 0, Rc = 10 A, k' = 40 s -1 .
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.	 ,
Figure 4.10 Untrapped H concentration in 800°C anneal after 300°C
predeposition, Nb = 1 0 17 cm-3, .1, = 0, Rc = 10 A, k' = 40 s -1 .

Figure 4.11 Untrapped H concentration in 800°C anneal, Nb = 1 0 16

cm-3, .1, = 0, R, = 1 A, k' = 40 s -1 .



Figure 4.12 Predeposition at 300°C, Nb = 10 16 cm-3, Cs=2.75 x
10 14 cm-3 , Rc = 10 A, k' = 0.2 s -1 , t = 6 min.
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Figure 4.13 Total H concentration in 800°C anneal after 300°C
predeposition, Nb = 10 16 cm-3 , .1, = 0, Rc = 1 A, k' = 40 s -1 .



Figure 4.14 Calculated reflectance from Si/Buffer interface of Si/Buffer/A1
back reflector structure. (a) shows the noncoherent component same for both
0.4- and 1.0-µm thick buffer layer. (b) and (c) show the coherent component
for 0.4- and 1.0-µm thick buffer layer, respectively.



CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The purpose of this research is to develop a framework and method of modeling

hydrogen diffusion in crystalline silicon and to apply the model to various hydrogen

passivation techniques currently in use.

5.1 Conclusions on Hydrogen Diffusion and Process Modeling

A diffusion model was established which takes into account charge state conversion of

hydrogen species, complex formation and dissociation at dopant and trap sites, mobile

traps, and junction field. Carrier exchange among the various charged species is a "fast"

process compared to the diffusion process. 	 In order to evaluate their relative

concentrations in a quasi equilibrium state, a simultaneous solution of Poisson's equation

that involves a "negative U" impurity, e.g., hydrogen, is needed. A numerical iterative

method was developed and the global convergence was proved. Time domain implicit

finite difference method was adopted to solve the fully coupled equations. Several

limiting versions of the model were applied to cases that are of interest to hydrogen

passivation for PV. Several conclusions are summarized in this section.

Early simulation work was intended to fit hydrogen profiles to complementary

error functions. But, the best-fit parameters implied a very high concentration of free

hydrogen at surface, C,, and a diffusivity, D, several orders of magnitude lower than the

high temperature extrapolated values. By applying trap-limited diffusion model that

assumes a constant bulk trap level and trapping / detrapping mechanisms, a better fit was

obtained for plasma-deuteration of n-type Si 200°C with a lower C s (— 10 14 cm -3 ) and

124
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high temperature extrapolated diffusivity value. It proved that, at low temperatures,

complex formation and dissociation at dopant or trap sites is the controlling diffusion

mechanism.

Process-induced-traps (PIT) are then included in the model. The total trap profile

consists of a time dependent PIT distribution near the surface and a constant trap level in

the bulk. This trap structure was found necessary to describe the various features of the

evolution of diffusion profiles. Again, the simulation consistently assumed a lower

surface concentration (~ 10 14 cm-3 ) and high temperature extrapolated diffusivity value.

In some hydrogenation processes, such as ion beam techniques, enhanced

diffusion was observed in previous studies. In this study, PAS analysis revealed a higher

vacancy-related open volume density in EFG silicon material than in FZ silicon material.

A peak in vacancy-related open volume density depth profile was observed in implanted

EFG silicon samples, but none was observed in the virgin EFG samples. These results

showed a correlation between mobile traps, such as ion beam induced vacancy and

vacancy clusters, and the differences in diffusion profiles of samples implanted under the

same conditions. By including mobile traps in the model, further simulation studies

showed that the shoulder region by the primary peak could be caused by a simultaneous

redistribution of mobile traps generated during the ion implantation process. In Kaufman

ion beam hydrogenation, prolonged exposure to energetic ion source can induce

segregation of hydrogen at defect sites such as dislocation and grain boundaries and

sometimes form self-trapping extended defects like bubbles and platelets. Since such

structures usually contain a large number of hydrogen, they can greatly affect diffusion
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profiles at the surface. Sometimes, surface hydrogen concentration as high as 10 20 cm -3

can be observed by SIMS.

Simulation of hydrogen diffusion in p-n junction was first attempted in this work.

The previously fitted C s (10 14 cm -3 ) in uniform cases was confirmed in the n-p junction

data by estimating the value from detailed balance equation. Preliminary simulation

results showed that charge state of hydrogen species changes dramatically across the

junction depletion region. The dominant atomic hydrogen species at n or n + region of a

junction is negatively charged, whereas p - or p+ region is dominated by position charged

ions. In the depletion region, the built-in electric field, ~ 10 4 V/cm, causes the

accumulation of H - (1-1 +) ion at the n' (p +) region of an n+-p (p+-n) junction, which can

retard the diffusion. As the hydrogen diffuses through the n + region of an n+-p junction,

the diffusion is in the trap-limited diffusion regime. The electric field changes as the

diffusion process proceeds, which in turn deviates the diffusion process from the ideal

case.

PECVD Si 3 N4 deposition followed by RTP anneal has been practically used in

some PV companies and can offer satisfactory passivation for silicon solar cells.

Simulations in this work revealed the underlying diffusion mechanisms that match the

experimental observations. Basically, PECVD step serves as hydrogen predeposition

step by storing hydrogen at process-induced-trap (PIT) sites near the surface. In RTP

anneal step, hydrogen is released and redistributed into the bulk region. Three steps are

involved during this step: 1) release of hydrogen from surface traps, 2) bulk diffusion,

and 3) if bulk trap level is high, the diffusion is stalled and controlled by trapping and

detrapping in the vicinity of diffusion front. If the bulk step is low or sample is thin
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enough, hydrogen may penetrate the sample without step 3. Otherwise, the final

passivation depth is strongly controlled by the bulk trap density and the total amount of

trapped hydrogen in the predeposition step.

By changing process parameters, PECVD Si 3N4 film can have an adjustable

refractive index (n) ranging from 1.87 to 2.93. This effect may be used to form double

layer AR coating (DLAR) or a varying-n layer to enhance the light absorption in the

active region. However, process optimization must consider excessive absorption due to

an increase in extinction coefficient (k) of a high-n Si 3 N4 film. If cost permits, a backside

PECVD Si 3 N4 layer may be used as an additional atomic hydrogen source and as a

capping layer to block hydrogen outdiffusion. Inserting a low-n Si 3N4 layer between base

and back contact also constitutes an enhanced reflector that can reduce loss of light at

back contact.

5.2 Future Directions

The future work may consider the following:

1. Although several hydrogenation-induced defects have been identified, more research

is needed to identify other process-induced traps and their capture cross sections for

hydrogen.

2. More PAS analysis is needed to investigate samples after RTP process. This will

show how vacancy-type mobile traps migrate and interact with diffusing hydrogen

species.
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3. Simulation of hydrogen diffusion in p-n junction was initiated in this work. If more

computation resources are available, a thorough simulation will be extremely useful

to gain more insight.

4. The implementation of the diffusion model is based on finite different discretization

and is applicable to 3-D modeling cases. A fundamental study on its implementation

based on finite element discretization will be essential if the model is to simulate a 3-

D problem with complicated structure.

5. More detailed analyses need to be done to determine optimum process(es) for

PECVD passivation. The analyses should take into account indiffusion as well as

outdiffusion during RTP process.
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